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Problem of the Week
Problem A

Cupcake Caper

Mei Xing is having a party and is decorating 20 cupcakes for her friends. There is
icing on all of the cupcakes, and she lines them up to add extra decorations.

• There is nothing but icing on the first cupcake. There is a cherry on the
second cupcake. There are chocolate chips on the third cupcake. There are
sprinkles on the fourth cupcake.

• In fact, she puts a cherry on every second cupcake.

• She also puts chocolate chips on every third cupcake.

• She also puts sprinkles on every fourth cupcake.

A) How many cupcakes have no extra decorations on them?

B) Do any of the cupcakes get all three decorations? Justify your answer.

Themes Algebra, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Cupcake Caper

Problem
Mei Xing is having a party and is decorating 20 cupcakes for her friends. There is icing on all
of the cupcakes, and she lines them up to add extra decorations.

• There is nothing but icing on the first cupcake. There is a cherry on the second cupcake.
There are chocolate chips on the third cupcake. There are sprinkles on the fourth
cupcake.

• In fact, she puts a cherry on every second cupcake.

• She also puts chocolate chips on every third cupcake.

• She also puts sprinkles on every fourth cupcake.

A) How many cupcakes have no extra decorations on them?

B) Do any of the cupcakes get all three decorations? Justify your answer.

Solution
One way to solve this problem is to make a chart keeping track of the decorations

cupcake 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
cherry X X X X X X X X X X

ch. chips X X X X X X
sprinkles X X X X X

A) From this chart we can see there are a total of 7 cupcakes that have no extra
decorations.
B) We can also see that there is only one cupcake that has all three extra
decorations.



Teacher’s Notes

It was important in the description of this problem to include the first bullet
point when explaining the decorating strategy. Without that starting point, the
solution is actually unknown. If are only given the fact that cherries are placed
on every second cupcake, without indicating how the pattern starts, our chart
could look like this:

cupcake 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
cherry X X X X X X X X X X

ch. chips X X X X X X
sprinkles X X X X X

In this solution, only three of the cupcakes have no decorations, which is different
from the answer we expected. In general, when we are describing a situation that
is repeating some pattern, providing a clear initial setup is crucial. Without that
precision, the results may be unpredictable.

Another thing to notice in the chart of the original solution is that all of the
cupcakes that have no extra decorations are labelled with a prime number (with
the exception of the first one). Note that 1 is not a prime number. A natural
question to ask would be, if we extended the problem to a larger number of
cupcakes, will all cupcakes (after the first one) that have no decorations be
labelled with prime numbers? The answer is no. For example, we would find out
pretty quickly that the 25th cupcake would have no extra decorations.

However, we can predict that the cupcakes labelled with any number that is
coprime with 2 and coprime with 3 will not have any extra decorations. To say
two numbers are coprime, is to say that they do not have any positive factors in
common except for 1. For example, 25 is not a prime number, and its positive
factors are 1, 5, and 25. The positive factors of 2 are 1 and 2, and the positive
factors of 3 are 1 and 3. So 2 and 25 are coprime and 3 and 25 are coprime. Note
that we do not have to check if the number is coprime with 4, since a number will
be coprime with 4 exactly when it is coprime with 2. That is, if the number is
coprime with 2, then it does not have a factor of 2, and so cannot have a factor of
2 or 4 (the factors of 4). If a number is not coprime with 2, then it has a factor of
2, which automatically means it shares a factor with 4 and so is not coprime
with 4.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Numbered Triangle

Diana has outlined the following triangle formed of boxes:

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

Diana fills in the top box of the triangle with a 1. The first box and last box of
the remaining rows of the triangle are filled with a 1. The rest of the boxes in
each row are filled with the sum of the numbers in the two boxes in the row
above that touch the top side of the box Diana is filling. For example, the middle
box of the third row is filled with the sum of the numbers in the two boxes in the
second row.

What does the triangle look like after Diana has filled in all of the numbers
according to the rules described above?

Can you find any patterns in the finished triangle? Share these patterns with
others in your class.

Not printing this page? You can fill in the boxes on our interactive worksheet.

Themes Algebra, Number Sense

https://www.geogebra.org/m/cedqqmrf


Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Numbered Triangle

Problem
Diana has outlined the following triangle formed of boxes:

Diana fills in the top box of the triangle with a 1. The first box and last box of the remaining
rows of the triangle are filled with a 1. The rest of the boxes in each row are filled with the
sum of the numbers in the two boxes in the row above that touch the top side of the box Diana
is filling. For example, the middle box of the third row is filled with the sum of the numbers in
the two boxes in the second row.

What does the triangle look like after Diana has filled in all of the numbers according to the
rules described above?

Can you find any patterns in the finished triangle? Share these patterns with others in your
class.

Not printing this page? You can fill in the boxes on our interactive worksheet.

Solution
Here is the completed triangle:

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1

1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1

1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1

https://www.geogebra.org/m/cedqqmrf


Teacher’s Notes

This problem is an exploration of Pascal’s Triangle which is named for French
mathematician Blaise Pascal (1623 - 1662). There are lots of patterns to be
found in this structure. It is easier to describe many of the patterns in terms of
rows of the triangle, in particular we refer to the top row of the triangle as Row
0. Here are a few of the patterns:

• The triangle is symmetric along a vertical line of symmetry. In other words,
the left side matches the the right side.

• Starting with a 1 in Row 1 and moving along the diagonal, we see the
whole numbers in order: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

• Starting with a 1 in Row 2 and moving along the diagonal, we see the
differences between adjacent numbers increasing by 1 at each step:
(3−1) = 2, (6−3) = 3, (10−6) = 4, (15−10) = 5, (21−15) = 6, (28−21) = 7.

• The sum of the numbers in a row is twice the sum of the numbers in the row
above. For example, the sum of the numbers in Row 5 is
1 + 5 + 10 + 10 + 5 + 1 = 32, and the sum of the numbers in Row 4 is
1 + 4 + 6 + 4 + 1 = 16.
In general, the sum of the numbers in the nth row is 2n.

• If you start at any 1 and move along the diagonal which is not a diagonal of
1s, and then change direction for the last number, then the sum of the
entries along the diagonal will equal the last number. For example, starting
with a 1 in Row 3: 1 + 4 + 10 + 20 = 35. This is often referred to as the
Hockey Stick Identity, because if you circle the numbers in this path, the
shape will look somewhat like a hockey stick.

• In Algebra, the numbers in the nth row provide the coefficients for the
expansion of a binomial expression raised to the nth power. For example,
(x+ y)3 = 1x3 + 3x2y + 3xy2 + 1y3.

The list above is not comprehensive, there are many other patterns in Pascal’s
Triangle. Hopefully your students were able to find some others!



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Collecting Cards

Mitig loves to play hockey. He also loves to collect hockey cards. He has
169 hockey cards in total. Mitig’s younger cousin Aki also loves to play hockey,
and she is just beginning her collection of hockey cards. She starts with 9.

If Mitig gives Aki 8 cards a day, will they ever have the same number of cards in
their collections?

If they do end up with the same number of cards at some point, how many cards
does each have and how many days will it take for this to happen?

Themes Algebra, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Collecting Cards

Problem
Mitig loves to play hockey. He also loves to collect hockey cards. He has 169 hockey cards in
total. Mitig’s younger cousin Aki also loves to play hockey, and she is just beginning her
collection of hockey cards. She starts with 9.

If Mitig gives Aki 8 cards a day, will they ever have the same number of cards in their
collections?

If they do end up with the same number of cards at some point, how many cards does each
have and how many days will it take for this to happen?

Solution
One way to solve this problem would be to create a table that keeps track of how
many cards Mitig and Aki have each day. Day 0 represents the day before Mitig
starts giving cards to Ali. Each day, Mitig’s total will decrease by 8 and Aki’s
total will increase by 8.

Day Mitig’s Total Aki’s Total
0 169 9
1 161 17
2 153 25
3 145 33
4 137 41
5 129 49
6 121 57
7 113 65
8 105 73
9 97 81
10 89 89

So, on the 10th day, Mitig and Aki each have 89 hockey cards.
Another way to solve this problem is to see that Mitig and Aki have a total of
169 + 9 = 178 cards. They will have the same number of cards when each has
half of the total: 178÷ 2 = 89 cards. So Aki needs 89− 9 = 80 more cards to
have half of them. If Mitig gives 8 cards each day, that will take
80÷ 8 = 10 days. Since there is no remainder in this division, they will have the
same number of cards on the 10th day.



Teacher’s Notes

If this question was asked in a high school mathematics class, students might use
a very different approach to find the answer.
Each person’s collection total could be described with a mathematical equation
that describes the relationship between the number of days that have passed and
the total number of hockey cards each person has.
Let x represent the number of days of trading.
Let y represent the number of hockey cards.
For Mitig, the equation showing his number of hockey cards over time is:

y = 169− 8x

For Aki, the equation showing her number of hockey cards over time is:

y = 9 + 8x

We can draw straight lines on a graph that represent these equations. We know
that any two lines that are not parallel will intersect at a point. Solving this
problem is the same as finding the point of intersection of these two lines.
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If we precisely draw each of these lines, we can find the point of intersection
graphically. We could also use algebraic techniques that would use the equations
to solve the problem. In mathematics there are often many ways to solve the
same problem.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

School Supply Spending

Mr. Cameron has $100 to spend on school supplies for his classroom. His
students need pencils, erasers, binders, lined paper, whiteboard markers, and
crayons. When he looks through the catalogue, he discovers that the items he
needs are only available in packages. The table below shows the prices.

Supplies Amount Cost
per Package per Package

pencils 10 $0.50
erasers 12 $1.00
binders 25 $5.00
lined paper 100 $1.50
whiteboard markers 4 $4.00
crayons 24 $1.00

Mr. Cameron has 20 students in his class. Each student needs 5 pencils,
2 erasers, 5 binders, 50 sheets of lined paper, 1 whiteboard marker, and 1 entire
package of crayons. Mr. Cameron needs 8 whiteboard markers himself.

A) Does Mr. Cameron have enough money to buy all of his classroom supplies?
Justify your answer.

B) If he does have enough money, how much is leftover from the $100? If he does
not have enough money, how much more would he need?

Theme Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution
School Supply Spending

Problem
Mr. Cameron has $100 to spend on school supplies for his classroom. His students need
pencils, erasers, binders, lined paper, whiteboard markers, and crayons. When he looks
through the catalogue, he discovers that the items he needs are only available in packages. The
table below shows the prices.

Supplies Amount Cost
per Package per Package

pencils 10 $0.50
erasers 12 $1.00
binders 25 $5.00
lined paper 100 $1.50
whiteboard markers 4 $4.00
crayons 24 $1.00

Mr. Cameron has 20 students in his class. Each student needs 5 pencils, 2 erasers, 5 binders,
50 sheets of lined paper, 1 whiteboard marker, and 1 entire package of crayons. Mr. Cameron
needs 8 whiteboard markers himself.

A) Does Mr. Cameron have enough money to buy all of his classroom supplies? Justify your
answer.

B) If he does have enough money, how much is leftover from the $100? If he does not have
enough money, how much more would he need?

Solution
A) To solve this problem, we need to determine how many packages of each supply are needed
in order to have enough for all 20 students in Mr. Cameron’s class.

Since there are 10 pencils per package and each student requires 5 pencils, then 1 package of
pencils is enough for 10÷ 5 = 2 students. Since there are 20 students in the class,
Mr. Cameron needs 20÷ 2 = 10 packages of pencils.

Alternatively, since there are 20 students, and each student needs 5 pencils, then Mr. Cameron
needs 20× 5 = 100 pencils. Since each package has 10 pencils, he needs 100÷ 10 = 10 packages
of pencils.



Similarly, we can calculate:

• 1 package of binders is enough for 25÷ 5 = 5 students, so he requires 20÷ 5 = 4 packages
of binders.
OR
Mr. Cameron needs a total of 20× 5 = 100 binders, which means he requires
100÷ 25 = 4 packages.

• 1 package of lined paper is enough for 100÷ 50 = 2 students, so he requires
20÷ 2 = 10 packages of lined paper.
OR
Mr. Cameron needs a total of 20× 50 = 1000 sheets of paper, which means he requires
1000÷ 100 = 10 packages.

Also, 1 package of erasers is enough for 12÷ 2 = 6 students. This means we need 20÷ 6 = 3
packages with a remainder of 2. So 3 packages would not have enough erasers for the class, and
thus we need to round up to 4 packages.

Alternatively, we need 20× 2 = 40 erasers, which means we require 40÷ 12 packages, which is
equal to 3 packages with a remainder of 4, and thus we round up to 4 packages. Both
calculations determine that we require 4 packages of erasers. Note that the remainders are
different, because in the first division we are calculating a number of students and in the
second division we are calculating a number of erasers.

Since each student needs just 1 whiteboard marker, we require 20÷ 4 = 5 packages for the
students. However, since Mr. Cameron needs 8 markers himself, that would require 2 more for
a total of 7 packages of markers.

Alternatively, we need 20 + 8 = 28 whiteboard markers in total, which means we require
28÷ 4 = 7 packages.

Finally, we need 1 package of crayons for each student, which is a total of 20 packages.

Now we can make a new table knowing how many packages of each supply are required for the
class. We can multiply the number of packages by the cost per package for each of the supplies.

Supplies Number Cost per Total Cost
of Packages Package (in $) (in $)

pencils 10 0.50 10× 0.50 = 5.00
erasers 4 1.00 4× 1.00 = 4.00
binders 4 5.00 4× 5.00 = 20.00
lined paper 10 1.50 10× 1.50 = 15.00
whiteboard markers 7 4.00 7× 4.00 = 28.00
crayons 20 1.00 20× 1.00 = 20.00

So the total cost of supplies is:

5.00 + 4.00 + 20.00 + 15.00 + 28.00 + 20.00 = $92.00

B) Since Mr. Cameron has $100 to spend, he has enough for these supplies with
$100− $92 = $8 left over.



Teacher’s Notes

When we are solving this problem, essentially we need to find equivalent ratios. We have been
told the ratio of one student to a number of pencils, erasers, binders, sheets of paper,
whiteboard markers, and crayons. We need an equivalent ratio for 20 students to amounts of
each of those items.

For example, with pencils we want a ratio of 1 : 5, so we need an equivalent ratio 20 : x.
Now we just need to solve for x.

One technique for finding equivalent ratios is to rewrite the ratios as fractions.
For example, the ratio 1 : 5 can be written as the fraction 1

5
.

So now we just need to solve the equation:

1

5
=

20

x

If we have two fractions that are equal, that means the products of the numerator of one and
the denominator of the other are equal. This is sometimes referred to as cross-multiplying. In
this example it means:

1× x = 5× 20

So,

x = 100

This means we need 100 pencils to supply the whole class.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Animal Ages

Robbie has five pets: two dogs named Bonnie and Espo, two cats named Walt
and Ginny, and a ferret named Lucky. He makes the following true statements
about the ages of his pets, in years:

1. Bonnie is 5 years older than Espo.

2. Ginny is half the age of Walt.

3. The sum of Espo’s age and Lucky’s age is equal to Walt’s age.

4. Bonnie is 1 year older than Walt.

5. Ginny is 6 years old.

How many years old are each of Robbie’s pets?

Themes Computational Thinking, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Animal Ages

Problem
Robbie has five pets: two dogs named Bonnie and Espo, two cats named Walt and Ginny, and
a ferret named Lucky. He makes the following true statements about the ages of his pets, in
years:

1. Bonnie is 5 years older than Espo.

2. Ginny is half the age of Walt.

3. The sum of Espo’s age and Lucky’s age is equal to Walt’s age.

4. Bonnie is 1 year older than Walt.

5. Ginny is 6 years old.

How many years old are each of Robbie’s pets?

Solution
From statement 5, we know Ginny is 6 years old.

From statement 2, Ginny is half the age of Walt. That means Walt is twice as old
as Ginny. So Walt is 6× 2 = 12 years old.

From statement 4, Bonnie is 1 year older than Walt. So Bonnie is
12 + 1 = 13 years old.

From statement 1, Bonnie is 5 years older than Espo. That means Espo is
5 years younger than Bonnie. So Espo is 13− 5 = 8 years old.

From statement 3, the sum of Espo’s age and Lucky’s age is equal to Walt’s age.
That means the difference of Walt’s age and Espo’s age is equal to Lucky’s age.
So Lucky is 12− 8 = 4 years old.

In summary:

• Ginny is 6 years old.

• Walt is 12 years old.

• Bonnie is 13 years old.

• Espo is 8 years old.

• Lucky is 4 years old.



Teacher’s Notes

We can describe the statements in this problem algebraically and write a system
of equations. Suppose each animal’s age is represented by a variable that is the
first letter of its name. Then based on the statements in the problem we know:

B = E + 5

G = W ÷ 2

E + L = W

B = W + 1

G = 6

Now, we could use algebraic techniques to find the values of these five variables.

We expect that there is a single solution to these types of problems, and it turns
out that there is for this problem. However, for some problems we are not given
enough information to determine specific values for each variable. For a problem
with five variables, a minimum requirement to guarantee a single solution is that
we need at least five equations. However, if an equation in the problem can be
written as a linear combination of one or more of the other equations in the
problem, it turns out that five equations will not guarantee a single solution. This
is something that students will learn more about in higher level math courses.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Tents Situation

Two years ago, Range Lake North Public School took its grade 3 and grade 4
classes on a camping trip. There were 41 students going on the trip. They took
9 tents with them.

Each tent slept either 3 campers or 5 campers. Every tent was completely filled
and every camper was in a tent. How many 5-person tents did they bring with
them?

Theme Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Tents Situation

Problem
Two years ago, Range Lake North Public School took its grade 3 and grade 4 classes on a
camping trip. There were 41 students going on the trip. They took 9 tents with them.

Each tent slept either 3 campers or 5 campers. Every tent was completely filled and every
camper was in a tent. How many 5-person tents did they bring with them?

Solution
Since 41 is neither a multiple of 3 nor a multiple of 5, the students must have
taken at least one of each type of tent.

Now we can consider all combinations of 3-person tents and 5-person tents where
there is a total of 9 tents, and where we have at least 1 and at most 8 tents that
sleep 5 campers. We can create a table to keep track of the numbers:

Number of Total campers in Number of Total campers in Total campers
5-person tents 5-person tents 3-person tents 3-person tents (sum)
1 1× 5 = 5 8 8× 3 = 24 5 + 24 = 29
2 2× 5 = 10 7 7× 3 = 21 10 + 21 = 31
3 3× 5 = 15 6 6× 3 = 18 15 + 18 = 33
4 4× 5 = 20 5 5× 3 = 15 20 + 15 = 35
5 5× 5 = 25 4 4× 3 = 12 25 + 12 = 37
6 6× 5 = 30 3 3× 3 = 9 30 + 9 = 39
7 7× 5 = 35 2 2× 3 = 6 35 + 6 = 41
8 8× 5 = 40 1 1× 3 = 3 40 + 3 = 43

From the table, we can see that the only possible combination that meets the
requirements is to take 7 tents that sleep 5 campers and 2 tents that sleep
3 campers.

Alternatively, if we only had tents that sleep 3 campers we could accommodate
3× 9 = 27 people. However, we have 41 people, so we need space for
41− 27 = 14 more campers. The bigger tents sleep 2 more people each, so we
need 14÷ 2 = 7 tents that sleep 5 campers each. With a total of 9 tents, we need
2 tents that sleep 3 campers.



Teacher’s Notes

For many of these kinds of problems, we can also use an algebraic method to
solve it.

We can write an equation to represent this problem.

Let x represent the number of 3-person tents required.
Let y represent the number of 5-person tents required.
Then we know, 3x+ 5y = 41.

Without any further restrictions on x and y, there are an infinite number of
possible pairs of values for x and y that satisfy this equation.

However, we have extra information that reduces the number of possible answers.
This information is implicit rather explicitly stated in the problem. For example,
we know that it is not possible for there to be a negative number of tents. We
also know that we cannot have a fractional number of tents. This will lead us to
single values for x and y that satisfy the equation 3x+ 5y = 41.

In general, we have to be careful when using algebra to solve equations that
represent a real-life situation. It is important to make sure that the answers we
generate from our algebraic manipulations make sense, and that they take into
consideration any implicit restrictions.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

What Number Am I?

A) I am a three-digit number. All of my digits are different. My digits are all
even numbers greater than 0 and less than 8. If you read my digits from left
to right, they are not always increasing. The hundreds digit is the smallest
digit. What number am I?

B) I am a four-digit number. All of my digits are different. If the digits appeared
in the same order on a (12 hour) digital clock, it would show a valid time.
The sum of the hours digits of this time is equal to the difference between the
larger minutes digit and the smaller minutes digit of this time. The ones
(units) digit is 8. What number am I?

C) I am a four-digit number. All of my digits are odd. The product of the
thousands digit and the hundreds digit is the same as the two-digit number
equal to my last two digits. The hundreds digit and the ones (units) digit are
the same number. Exactly one of my digits is a 1. What number am I?

Theme Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution
What Number Am I?

Problem

A) I am a three-digit number. All of my digits are different. My digits are all even numbers
greater than 0 and less than 8. If you read my digits from left to right, they are not always
increasing. The hundreds digit is the smallest digit. What number am I?

B) I am a four-digit number. All of my digits are different. If the digits appeared in the same
order on a (12 hour) digital clock, it would show a valid time. The sum of the hours digits
of this time is equal to the difference between the larger minutes digit and the smaller
minutes digit of this time. The ones (units) digit is 8. What number am I?

C) I am a four-digit number. All of my digits are odd. The product of the thousands digit and
the hundreds digit is the same as the two-digit number equal to my last two digits. The
hundreds digit and the ones (units) digit are the same number. Exactly one of my digits is
a 1. What number am I?

Solution

A) The even numbers that are greater than 0 and less than 8 are: 2, 4, and 6. Since this is a
three-digit number and the digits are all different, all three of these numbers must be digits
in the number. Since the hundreds digit is the smallest digit, the number must start
with 2. Since the digits are not always increasing, the number cannot be 246. The only
other possibility is the number 264. So the number must be 264.

B) Since this is a four-digit number that is a valid time on a digital clock, the hours digits
would be the thousands digit and the hundreds digit, and the minutes digits would be the
tens digit and the ones (units) digit. Since this is a four-digit number, the thousands digit
cannot be 0. It follows that the thousands digit must be a 1. Since the digits must all be
different, the hundreds digit could be either a 0 or a 2. If the hundreds digit is a 0, that
would mean the difference between the minutes digits must be 1 + 0 = 1. Since the ones
digit is 8, that would mean the tens digit would have to be either 7 or 9. However,
78 and 98 are not valid minutes on a digital clock. So, the hundreds digit must be a 2.
This means the difference between the minutes digits must be 3. The only possibility is
that the tens digit is 5. So the number must be 1258.

C) Since all the digits are odd, only one of these digits is 1, and the hundreds digit and ones
(units) digit are the same, then these two digits must be one of 3, 5, 7, or 9. Also, exactly
one of the thousands digit or tens digit must be a 1. The product of the thousands and
hundreds digit must be a two-digit number. However, if the thousands digits was a 1, then
the product of these two digits would be a single-digit number. This means the tens digit
must be a 1. So, we need to find two odd, single digit numbers that give a product of either
13, 15, 17, or 19. The only number in this list that can be factored into the product of two
digits is 15. So the two-digit number equal to the last two digits must be 15 and the
hundreds digit must be 5. Since 3× 5 = 15, the thousands digit must be 3, which is an odd
number. So the number must be 3515.



Teacher’s Notes

When we add two positive numbers together, we know that the sum of those numbers will
also be positive. However, when we subtract one positive number from another positive
number, the answer may be positive, it may be 0, or it may be a negative number.

In part B) of this problem we were given information about the sum of two digits and the
difference of two other digits (all of which were different). In order to guarantee that the
difference we were considering was a positive number the problem included the phrase:
“the difference between the larger minutes digit and the smaller minutes digit”.

Another way to guarantee a non-negative result is to use the absolute value function. The
absolute value of a number is denoted using vertical bars, and is formally defined as:

|x| =

{
x for x ≥ 0

−x for x < 0

What this really means is that the absolute value of a number is the value of that number
without regard to its sign. For example, |5| = 5 and |−5| = 5.

So if we wanted to guarantee an non-negative result from a subtraction, we could ask for
the absolute value of the difference. In other words, |x− y| always results in a non-negative
number no matter what the values we have for x and y. Knowing about absolute value, an
alternative statement for this problem could have been:

“The sum of the hours digits of this time is equal to the absolute value of the difference
between the minutes digits.”



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Archaeological Ages

You are an archaeologist, and have made a startling series of discoveries right
around the corner from your office.

You have taken the pieces back to the lab, and are trying to figure out how old
your objects are. Your rival, Indianapolis Jane, has tampered with your artifact
dating machine. The ages it is computing are correct but are hard to compare.
Here are the results from the machine:

Artifact #1 is 50 decades, 100 weeks, and 48 hours old

Artifact #2 is 3 centuries, 4 decades, and 6 years old

Artifact #3 is 2 centuries, 28 decades, and 52 weeks old

You want to present these artifacts to your colleagues in order from oldest to
newest. In which order should you present them? Justify your answer.

Note: A decade is equal to 10 years, and a century is equal to 100 years.

Themes Geometry, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Archaeological Ages

Problem
You are an archaeologist, and have made a startling series of discoveries right around the
corner from your office.

You have taken the pieces back to the lab, and are trying to figure out how old your objects
are. Your rival, Indianapolis Jane, has tampered with your artifact dating machine. The ages
it is computing are correct but are hard to compare. Here are the results from the machine:

Artifact #1 is 50 decades, 100 weeks, and 48 hours old

Artifact #2 is 3 centuries, 4 decades, and 6 years old

Artifact #3 is 2 centuries, 28 decades, and 52 weeks old

You want to present these artifacts to your colleagues in order from oldest to newest. In which
order should you present them? Justify your answer.

Note: A decade is equal to 10 years, and a century is equal to 100 years.

Solution
One way to solve this problem is to estimate the age of each artifact. To compare the ages, we
need a common unit. We know that 1 decade is equal to 10 years, and that 1 century is equal
to 100 years. We know that each year has approximately 52 weeks and each day has 24 hours.
So we can approximate the age of each artifact in years.

• Approximate age of Artifact #1:

We see that 50 decades is equal to 50× 10 = 500 years, and 100 weeks is approximately
2 years, and 48 hours is equal to 2 days which is insignificant in the calculation of the
number of years in the age. We can estimate the age of Artifact #1 at approximately
500 + 2 = 502 years old.

• Approximate age of Artifact #2:

Since 3 centuries is equal to 3× 100 = 300 years, and 4 decades is equal to
4× 10 = 40 years, we can estimate the age of Artifact #2 at approximately
300 + 40 + 6 = 346 years old.

• Approximate age of Artifact #3:

Since 2 centuries is equal to 2× 100 = 200 years, and 28 decades is equal to
28× 10 = 280 years, and 52 weeks is approximately 1 year, we can estimate the age of
Artifact #3 at approximately 200 + 280 + 1 = 481 years old.

So the oldest item is Artifact #1, the next oldest is Artifact #3, and the newest is
Artifact #2.



Teacher’s Notes

Finding a common unit of measurement can be important in our every day lives. We often find
situations where we need to compare or equate the sizes of items that have been measured
using different units. For example, we might have a recipe that uses metric units such as
millilitres and Celsius but our own kitchens contain measuring cups and ovens that have
Fahrenheit settings or vice versa.

In many cases it is possible to convert from one unit to another precisely. For example, with
metric units it is very easy to convert among the base unit and units with prefixes such as
milli, centi and kilo. We can also precisely convert between units that have been defined in
relation to each other, such as 1 minute = 60 seconds.

In other cases we often estimate the relationship between units of measurement, especially
when we do not need to be precise. For example, we estimate that 1 year = 52 weeks, but this
is not an accurate relationship, since 1 week = 7 days and 7× 52 = 364. Normally there are
365 days in a year, so a more precise estimate would be to say that 1 year = 521

7
weeks.

However, this is not accurate either since leap years have 366 days.

Estimation is perfectly acceptable when more precise units of measurement are either
irrelevant or meaningless. In this problem, it is not necessary to know the exact age of any of
the artifacts to be able to determine which one is the oldest. We use terms like circa when
referring to dates to give historical context without necessarily knowing an exact year. We
measure ages in weeks or years rather than minutes since knowing someone is 525 600 minutes
old is usually not that informative. There are times when precise measurement is important,
but there are occasions where approximation is valid and useful.



Problem of the Week
Problem A
Pizza Party

Last year, April had a pizza party for all 36 students in her class. She expected
everyone to eat 4 slices of pizza each. When the party was done, she had a lot of
pizza left over. April observed three groups at the party.

• Group A made up one-third of the class. Each person in this group ate half
the number of slices April predicted everyone would eat.

• Group B made up half of the class. They each ate 2 slices. After that, each
person shared one more slice with a friend in this group.

• Group C made up the remainder of the class. Each person in this group
ate 4 slices each, as she expected.

A) How many people were in Group A?

B) How many pizza slices in total did the people in Group B eat?

C) How many people were in Group C?

D) If a large pizza has 12 slices, how many pizzas should April have ordered for
the party to avoid having so much pizza left over? Note that she might still
have ended up with a few extra slices.

Theme Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Pizza Party

Problem
Last year, April had a pizza party for all 36 students in her class. She expected everyone to eat
4 slices of pizza each. When the party was done, she had a lot of pizza left over. April observed
three groups at the party.

• Group A made up one-third of the class. Each person in this group ate half the number
of slices April predicted everyone would eat.

• Group B made up half of the class. They each ate 2 slices. After that, each person
shared one more slice with a friend in this group.

• Group C made up the remainder of the class. Each person in this group ate 4 slices
each, as she expected.

A) How many people were in Group A?

B) How many pizza slices in total did the people in Group B eat?

C) How many people were in Group C?

D) If a large pizza has 12 slices, how many pizzas should April have ordered for the party to
avoid having so much pizza left over? Note that she might still have ended up with a few
extra slices.

Solution

A) Since 1
3 of the students were in Group A, and there were 36 people, that

means that there were 36÷ 3 = 12 students in this group.

B) Group B had 1
2 of the students in the class, which is equal to

36÷ 2 = 18 people. Each of these people ate 2 slices, for a total of
18× 2 = 36 slices. Each of these 18 people also split 1 slice. This means that
18÷ 2 = 9 pairs of students shared a single slice of pizza. In total the people
in Group B ate: 36 + 9 = 45 slices of pizza.

C) Between Group A and Group B we have accounted for a total of
12 + 18 = 30 people. The remaining 36− 30 = 6 people were in Group C,
and they ate 4 slices of pizza each.



D) Since each student in Group A ate half the number of slices April predicted,
this means each one ate 4÷ 2 = 2 slices. Therefore, the students in
Group A ate a total of 12× 2 = 24 slices of pizza.

Students in Group C ate a total of 6× 4 = 24 slices of pizza.

We calculated that students in Group B ate a total of 45 slices of pizza.

So the people at the party ate a total of 24 + 24 + 45 = 93 slices.

Since a large pizza has 12 slices, we can skip count to see how many pizzas
April would have needed to have at least 93 slices. Counting by 12 we get:

12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96

This means April should have ordered 8 pizzas to feed the people at the party.



Teacher’s Notes

Another way to determine how many people were in Group C is to work with
algebra and fractions. We would not expect students at this level to know much
about algebra or adding and subtracting fractions, but they will learn more
about these things eventually in later grade levels.

All of the students were in one of the three groups. One-third of the students
were in Group A and half of the students were in Group B.

If we say that x equals the fraction of students that were in Group C, then we
know:

1

3
+

1

2
+ x = 1

Now we can solve for x:

x = 1−
(
1

3
+

1

2

)
To do this calculation, we should find a common denominator for the fractions.

In this case we calculate
1

3
=

2

6
and

1

2
=

3

6
, which gives us:

x =
6

6
−

(
2

6
+

3

6

)
x =

6

6
− 2 + 3

6

x =
6

6
− 5

6

x =
6− 5

6

x =
1

6

Now that we know that Group C made up
1

6
of the class, we can calculate that

this group had 36÷ 6 = 6 students.



Problem of the Week
Problem A
Shape Sums

Each symbol in the grid below represents a numerical value. We know the sum of
symbols for the first, second, and bottom rows and the leftmost and rightmost
columns.

16

19

?

20

22 ? ? 18
For example, we know from the grid:

+ + + = 16
What are the missing sums?

Not printing this page? You can fill in the values on our interactive worksheet.

Themes Algebra, Number Sense

https://www.geogebra.org/m/axkd8b8x


Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Shape Sums

Problem
Each symbol in the grid below represents a numerical value. We know the sum of symbols for
the first, second, and bottom rows and the leftmost and rightmost columns.

16

19

?

20

22 ? ? 18
For example, we know from the grid:

+ + + = 16
What are the missing sums?

Not printing this page? You can fill in the values on our interactive worksheet.

Solution
There are many ways to solve this problem. Here is one approach.

Since the leftmost column has two triangles and two circles, and the column
beside it also has two triangles and two circles, the sum of the columns must be
the same. So the sum of the second column must be 22.

From the top row we know that the sum of 4 triangles is 16. So the value of one
triangle must be 1

4 of 16 or 16÷ 4 = 4.

https://www.geogebra.org/m/axkd8b8x


Since the value of one triangle is 4, then the sum of two triangles is 4 + 4 = 8.
The leftmost column shows the sum of two triangles and two circles is 22,
so the sum of two circles is 22− 8 = 14.
Therefore the value of one circle must be 1

2 of 14 or 14÷ 2 = 7.

Since the sum of the bottom row is formed by two circles, one triangle, and one
square, and we know the sum of two circles and one triangle is 14 + 4 = 18, then
the value of one square is 20− 18 = 2.

Now we know that the sum of the third column is 4 + 2 + 2 + 7 = 15.

Since the sum of the second row is formed by one triangle, one circle, one square
and one hexagon, and we know the sum of one triangle, one circle, and
one square is 4 + 7 + 2 = 13, then the value of one hexagon is 19− 13 = 6.

Now we know that the sum of the third row is 7 + 7 + 2 + 6 = 22.

Here is the completed grid:

16

19

22

20

22 22 15 18
Here is a second of way to find the sum of the third row without actually finding
the value of the hexagon. Notice that the second and third rows have the same
shapes in the last three columns, and only the first column shape is different.
Since we know that the difference between the values of a circle and a triangle is
7− 4 = 3, then the sum of the third row must be 3 more than the sum of the
second row, which is 19 + 3 = 22.



Teacher’s Notes

We could look at this problem algebraically, where we are trying to solve a linear
system of equations. If we assign variable names to the shapes,

• t = triangle

• c = circle

• s = square

• h = hexagon

then we can describe the information given in the problem as follows:

4t = 16 (1)
t+ c+ s+ h = 19 (2)

2c+ t+ s = 20 (3)
2t+ 2c = 22 (4)

t+ 2h+ s = 18 (5)

Now, we could use algebraic techniques to find the values of these four variables.

We expect that there is a single solution to these types of problems, and it turns
out that there is for this problem. However, for some problems we are not given
enough information to determine specific values for each variable. For a problem
with four variables, a minimum requirement to guarantee a single solution is that
we need at least four equations. Also, those equations must be consistent. This
means that none of the equations can contradict each other. For example, if we
added the equation t = 7 to the system in this problem, this would contradict
equation (1). A system that is inconsistent has no solutions. This is something
that students will learn more about in higher level math courses.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Fund Raising

Room 9 is raising funds for a tree-planting charity by recycling electronics. They
have found a local company that will give them $1 for each pound of computer
e-waste and $2 for each pound of cell phone e-waste.

The school only has metric measuring tools. Here is what they have gathered to
recycle:

Computers

• 6 Bonobo laptops: 800 g each

• 4 uPads: 600 g each

• 2 HomeBooks: 1.2 kg each

Cell Phones
• 2 uPhones: 375 g each

• 4 Mixel phones: 100 g each

Knowing that 1 pound is approximately 454 g, find an estimation of how much
money Room 9 will make. Justify your answer.

Themes Geometry, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Fund Raising

Problem
Room 9 is raising funds for a tree-planting charity by recycling electronics. They have found a
local company that will give them $1 for each pound of computer e-waste and $2 for each
pound of cell phone e-waste.

The school only has metric measuring tools. Here is what they have gathered to recycle:

Computers

• 6 Bonobo laptops: 800 g each

• 4 uPads: 600 g each

• 2 HomeBooks: 1.2 kg each

Cell Phones

• 2 uPhones: 375 g each

• 4 Mixel phones: 100 g each

Knowing that 1 pound is approximately 454 g, find an estimation of how much money Room 9
will make. Justify your answer.

Solution
Solutions may vary, possibly resulting in different final approximations. We are going to show
three possible solutions. In each solution we will use the following information:

Since 1 pound is approximately 454 g and 500 g is 0.5 kg, then 1 pound is approximately
0.5 kg. So,

0.5 kg is approximately 1 pound, and 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds.

Solution 1: We will look at first approximating the mass of each item.
Knowing this, we can estimate the total mass of the e-waste that was gathered, and then
calculate how much it is worth.
Computers:

• Bonobo laptops: Since each laptop is approximately 1 kg, six Bonobo laptops are
approximately 6 kg.

• uPads: Since each uPad is approximately 0.5 kg, four uPads are approximately 2 kg.

• HomeBooks: Since each HomeBook is approximately 1 kg, two HomeBooks are
approximately 2 kg.

This is approximately 6 + 2 + 2 = 10 kg of computer waste.
Since each 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 10× 2 = 20 pounds of
computer waste.

The computer e-waste is worth approximately $20.



Phones:
• uPhones: Since each uPhone is approximately 0.5 kg, two uPhones are approximately

1 kg.

• Mixel phones: Since each Mixel phone is 100 g, then four Mixel phones are 400 g, or
approximately 0.5 kg.

This is approximately 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 kg of cell phone waste.
Since each 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 1.5× 2 = 3 pounds of
cell phone waste.

The cell phone e-waste is worth approximately $6.

So the total value is approximately $20 + $6 = $26.

Solution 2: Since there are a small number of items for each waste product, we will find the
mass for each specific waste product in kg and then approximate the mass in pounds.
Computers:

• Bonobo laptops: Since each laptop is 800 g, then six laptops are 6× 800 = 4800 g.
Therefore, six Bonobo laptops are approximately 5 kg.

• uPads: Since each uPad is 600 g, then four uPads are 4× 600 = 2400 g. Therefore, four
uPads are approximately 2.5 kg.

• HomeBooks: Since each HomeBook is 1.2 kg, then two are 2× 1.2 = 2.4 kg. Therefore,
two HomeBooks are approximately 2.5 kg.

This is approximately 5 + 2.5 + 2.5 = 10 kg of computer waste.
Since each 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 10× 2 = 20 pounds of
computer waste.

The computer e-waste is worth approximately $20.

Phones:
• uPhones: Since each uPhone is 375 g, then two uPhones are 2× 375 = 750 g. Therefore,

two uPhones are approximately 1 kg.

• Mixel phones: Since each Mixel phone is 100 g, then four Mixel phones are
4× 100 = 400 g. Therefore, four Mixel phones are approximately 0.5 kg.

This is approximately 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 kg of cell phone waste.
Since each 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 1.5× 2 = 3 pounds of
cell phone waste.

The cell phone e-waste is worth approximately $6.

So the total value is approximately $20 + $6 = $26.



Solution 3: In this third solution, we will find the total mass of computer waste in kg and the
total mass of cell phone waste in kg, and then approximate these totals in pounds.
Computers:

• Bonobo laptops: Since each laptop is 800 g, then six laptops are 6× 800 = 4800 g.

• uPads: Since each uPad is 600 g, then four uPads are 4× 600 = 2400 g.

• HomeBooks: Since each HomeBook is 1.2 kg, then two are 2× 1.2 = 2.4 kg, which is
equal to 2400 g.

Therefore, there is 4800 + 2400 + 2400 = 9600 g, which is equal to 9.6 kg. Therefore, there is
approximately 9.5 kg of computer waste.
Since each 0.5 kg is approximately 1 pound, then there is approximately 9× 2 + 1 = 19 pounds
of computer waste.

The computer e-waste is worth approximately $19.

Phones:
• uPhones: Since each uPhone is 375 g, then two uPhones are 2× 375 = 750 g.

• Mixel phones: Since each Mixel phone is 100 g, then four Mixel phones are
4× 100 = 400 g.

Therefore, there is 750 + 400 = 1150 g, which is approximately 1 kg. Since each 1 kg is
approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 2 pounds of cell phone waste.

The cell phone e-waste is worth approximately $4.

So the total value is approximately $19 + $4 = $23.



Teacher’s Notes

Did you know that a kilogram is not what it used to be?

Like many units of measurement, the definition of a kilogram was linked to a physical model.
In 1795, French law defined a kilogram as the mass of 1000 cubic centimetres (or 1 litre) of
water. In 1799, a physical prototype was commissioned and stored at the Archives Nationales
in Paris. At the time, this platinum cylinder was the standard for a kilogram.

Over time, the physical model would not necessarily be exactly the same as when it was
commissioned. In 1879, the definition of a kilogram was updated to be the mass of 1 dm3 of
water under atmospheric pressure and maximum water density, which is measured at
approximately 4 degrees Celsius. At that time a new platinum-iridium prototype was
commissioned and stored at the Archives Nationales.

In May 2019, the International Bureau of Weights and Measures announced the new official
definition of a kilogram. It changed from a physical model to a mathematical definition based
on universal constants: Planck’s constant, the speed of light, and the radiation generated by a
cesium atom. This relatively recent update makes the kilogram the last unit of measurement in
the International System of Units (SI) to be linked to a physical artifact.

Sources: Wikipedia and nist.gov



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Trading Treats

Owen went to his neighbourhood convenience store where he bought 25 small
packages of different kinds of candy. After counting the candies in his purchase,
he calculated that he had 100 candies in total.

A) If each package contained the same amount of candy, how many candies were
in each package?

B) Owen decided to give one-fifth of the candy that evening to his brother, Clive.
Owen saved the rest for another day. How many candies did he give to Clive?

C) The following day, his sister Charlotte bought some candy. Charlotte had a
lot of sour cherries, which Owen adores. Owen had many red lollipops, which
are Charlotte’s favourite candy. They decided that one lollipop was worth
two sour cherries. Owen traded 25 of his lollipops for sour cherries. How
many sour cherries did he receive from Charlotte?

D) After the trade, Owen eats the same amount of candy each day until his
candy is finished. This takes 3 weeks. How many candies does he eat each
day?

Theme Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Trading Treats

Problem
Owen went to his neighbourhood convenience store where he bought 25 small packages of
different kinds of candy. After counting the candies in his purchase, he calculated that he had
100 candies in total.

A) If each package contained the same amount of candy, how many candies were in each
package?

B) Owen decided to give one-fifth of the candy that evening to his brother, Clive. Owen saved
the rest for another day. How many candies did he give to Clive?

C) The following day, his sister Charlotte bought some candy. Charlotte had a lot of sour
cherries, which Owen adores. Owen had many red lollipops, which are Charlotte’s favourite
candy. They decided that one lollipop was worth two sour cherries. Owen traded 25 of his
lollipops for sour cherries. How many sour cherries did he receive from Charlotte?

D) After the trade, Owen eats the same amount of candy each day until his candy is finished.
This takes 3 weeks. How many candies does he eat each day?

Solution

A) We can use skip counting by 25, until we get to 100, to determine how many
candies are in each package: 25, 50, 75, 100
It takes four steps to get to 100, which means that there are 4 candies in each
package.

B) We can calculate 1
5 of a number by dividing that number by 5. So Owen gave

100÷ 5 = 20 candies to Clive.

C) Since each lollipop is worth 2 sour cherries, and Owen traded 25 lollipops to
Charlotte, he received 2× 25 = 50 sour cherries.



D) Owen had a total of 100− 20 = 80 candies left after giving Clive 20 candies
on the first night. He used 25 of those candies in the trade with Charlotte.
This meant he had 80− 25 = 55 of his original candies left. But since he got
50 sour cherries from Charlotte, the total number of candies he had after the
trade was 55 + 50 = 105.

Alternatively, we see that Owen gave away 25 candies and he gained
50 candies for a net gain of 50− 25 = 25 candies. Adding this to the original
80 that he had by the second day, we can see that Owen has 80 + 25 = 105
candies after the trade.

Since there are 7 days in 1 week, there are 3× 7 = 21 days in 3 weeks. We
can make a table to determine how many candies he would eat in total over
that time, depending on the number of candies he eats per day.

Candies Eaten Total Eaten
per Day in 3 Weeks

1 21
2 42
3 63
4 84
5 105

Owen will finish the rest of the candy by eating 5 candies each day over
3 weeks.



Teacher’s Notes

Skip counting shows the connection between the mathematical operations of
addition and multiplication. Finding the product of two whole numbers x and y
can be defined as either “adding x to itself y times” or “adding y to itself x times”.

Skip counting is a good way to introduce multiplication. However, as the numbers
get larger, or we start working with fractions or negative numbers, it can be more
practical to use established algorithms to multiply numbers together. There are a
variety of techniques people use such as the grid method or the lattice method.

A very common algorithm used to find the product of x× y is to multiply x by
each digit of y, and append zeros to the ends of the products as you work on the
digits of y from right to left. Then you need to add each digit’s product together.

This last method can be easily implemented in a computer to complete the
multiplication. In some ways, it is easier for a computer because it works on
binary numbers, which only have ones and zeros. Multiplying a number by 1 is
the same a making a copy of the number, and multiplying a number by 0 is
always 0. The computer can use an operation called a bitshift that will manage
the process of appending zeros to the end of each digit’s product.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Voting for Books

Students at Norwood Public School are assigned to read one book each month.
Each student in the school votes for one book type. The results are combined to
decide what type of book will be assigned for next month’s reading for the whole
school. Each grade in the school has 24 students. Here are the results of the vote:

• Half of the Grade 3 students chose Science Fiction.

• One-quarter of the Grade 3 students chose Biography.

• One-quarter of the Grade 3 students chose Mystery.

• The students’ votes in Grade 4 are equally divided between Science Fiction,
Biography, and Mystery.

• One-third of the Grade 5 students chose Science Fiction and the rest of the
class chose Mystery.

A) If the votes in Grades 3, 4, and 5 are the only ones that are counted, which
type of book should be read next month? Justify your answer.

B) If half of the students in Grade 6 voted for Mystery and half voted for
Biography, which type of book should be read next month based on the votes
from Grades 3, 4, 5, and 6? Justify your answer.

C) Suppose you know that Grades 3, 4, and 5 each have the same number of
students, but this number is unknown. Given the same voting results
described in the question, can you still answer the question in part A? Justify
your answer.

Theme Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Voting for Books

Problem
Students at Norwood Public School are assigned to read one book each month. Each student
in the school votes for one book type. The results are combined to decide what type of book
will be assigned for next month’s reading for the whole school. Each grade in the school has
24 students. Here are the results of the vote:

• Half of the Grade 3 students chose Science Fiction.

• One-quarter of the Grade 3 students chose Biography.

• One-quarter of the Grade 3 students chose Mystery.

• The students’ votes in Grade 4 are equally divided between Science Fiction, Biography,
and Mystery.

• One-third of the Grade 5 students chose Science Fiction and the rest of the class chose
Mystery.

A) If the votes in Grades 3, 4, and 5 are the only ones that are counted, which type of book
should be read next month? Justify your answer.

B) If half of the students in Grade 6 voted for Mystery and half voted for Biography, which
type of book should be read next month based on the votes from Grades 3, 4, 5, and 6?
Justify your answer.

C) Suppose you know that Grades 3, 4, and 5 each have the same number of students, but this
number is unknown. Given the same voting results described in the question, can you still
answer the question in part A? Justify your answer.



Solution

A) We can look at each grade separately.

Grade 3

• Half of the Grade 3 students chose Science Fiction. Since 2× 12 = 24, half of 24 is 12.
So we know 12 students chose Science Fiction.

• One-quarter of the Grade 3 students chose Biography. Since 4× 6 = 24, one-quarter
of 24 is 6. So 6 students chose Biography.

• One-quarter of the Grade 3 students chose Mystery. Since one-quarter of 24 is 6, that
means 6 students chose Mystery.

Grade 4

• The students’ votes in Grade 4 were equally divided between the 3 book types. Since
3× 8 = 24, we know 8 students chose Science Fiction, 8 students chose Biography, and
8 students chose Mystery.

Grade 5

• One-third of the Grade 5 students chose Science Fiction. Since 3× 8 = 24, one-third
of 24 is 8. So 8 students chose Science Fiction.

• The remaining students chose Mystery, so 24− 8 = 16 students chose Mystery.

• This also tells us that 0 students chose Biography.

When we total each book type, we see the following results:

Science Fiction: 12 + 8 + 8 = 28
Biography: 6 + 8 + 0 = 14
Mystery: 6 + 8 + 16 = 30

Based on the votes from these grades, next month’s book will be a Mystery.

B) If we count the votes from Grade 6, we could do the same work that we did for part A of
this question to determine the most popular type of book. However, we could also figure
out the result without doing much extra work.

From part A, we know that there were more votes cast for Mystery than the other two
choices. There were no votes in Grade 6 for Science Fiction, so its total will be unchanged.
Since an equal number of students from Grade 6 voted for Mystery as voted for Biography,
then we know that in total there will still be more votes for Mystery than either of the
other types of books. So based on the votes in Grades 3, 4, 5, and 6, next month’s book
will be a Mystery.



C) If we do not know the number of students in each grade, we can still determine the winner
of the vote. We could use diagrams where circles represent the whole grade and slices
represent the fractions that voted for each type of book.

Then we could rearrange the pieces into groups for each type of book.

From this we can quickly see that Biography was the least popular type of book. It is a
little less clear which of Mystery and Science Fiction is more popular. We could cut the
“Science Fiction Grade 3” piece into two smaller pieces. One piece would be big enough to
fill in the rest of the circle currently containing the fractions of Grade 4 and 5 students who
voted for Science Fiction, and the other piece would be whatever is left over. Then we can
compare the left over piece with the piece representing the students in Grade 3 who voted
for Mystery. When we compare those two pieces, we see that the Mystery piece is larger.
This means that the most popular type is Mystery.



Teacher’s Notes

In Mathematics, when we come to conclusions we like to be sure that they are correct. We can
use examples to quickly check if a conclusion is reasonable, but normally to prove something is
correct we need to be generic.

For example, the Pythagorean Theorem states that in a right-angled triangle, the square of the
length of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the lengths of the other two
sides. We could draw various right-angled triangles, and measure the lengths of their sides to
see if the theorem holds. Since our drawing and measurements are imprecise, we will likely see
some small differences in the resulting calculations. We would find that the numbers are pretty
close to matching the theorem’s statement and think that Pythagoras was probably right.
However, if we want to prove the theorem is correct, then we cannot use any particular triangle
or lengths. We need to use mathematical techniques that describe the situation more generally.

However, in some cases we can make some specific assumptions when writing a justification or
mathematical proof. The phrase, “without loss of generality” is used to identify a situation
where we can make a specific assumption before starting a proof or justification. Stating that
assumption often makes the proof simpler and easier to understand. However, it is important
that the assumption does not affect the legitimacy of the logic in the proof, so we need to be
careful.

In this problem, since it refers to fractions of a whole (i.e. the number of students in a class),
and the classes are all the same size, we can determine the winner of the vote whether or not
we know exactly how many students are in each class. However, it is easier to work with
fractions of a specific number compared to fractions of an unknown variable. Suppose we
doubled the size of the classes. The total number of votes in each case would also double, so
this would not affect which genre received more votes. Had we been asked the question in part
(C) without being told the number of students in each class in the original question, we could
have started by choosing a particular size for each class. To make our calculations easier, we
should pick a number that is easily divided into halves, quarters, and thirds. We do need to be
careful though. Without knowing the specific size of the class we can know which genre won
the vote, but we cannot know the specific margin of victory. Use this tool with caution.



Problem of the Week
Problem A
Family Trip

Fuad takes the train to visit his family. He travels from Campbellton, NB to
Kitchener, ON.

A) The train leaves from Campbellton at 11:15 p.m. Atlantic Standard
Time (AST) and arrives in Kitchener at 7:16 p.m. Eastern Standard
Time (EST) the next day. Atlantic Time is one hour ahead of Eastern Time.
For example, at 1:00 p.m. EST it is the same time as 2:00 p.m. AST.
How long will his trip take? Justify your answer.

B) The table below gives the stops on the trip, in order, and the distances
between stops.

Stop Distance to next stop (in km)
Campbellton, NB 105
Amqui, QC 208
Rivière-du-Loup, QC 334
Drummondville, QC 109
Montreal, QC 151
Cornwall, ON 269
Belleville, ON 131
Oshawa, ON 59
Toronto, ON 43
Brampton, ON 77
Kitchener, ON

Which station is approximately halfway between Campbellton and Kitchener?

Themes Geometry, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Family Trip

Problem

Fuad takes the train to visit his family. He travels from Campbellton, NB to Kitchener, ON.

A) The train leaves from Campbellton at 11:15 p.m. Atlantic Standard Time (AST) and
arrives in Kitchener at 7:16 p.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST) the next day. Atlantic
Time is one hour ahead of Eastern Time. For example, at 1:00 p.m. EST it is the same
time as 2:00 p.m. AST.
How long will his trip take? Justify your answer.

B) The table below gives the stops on the trip, in order, and the distances between stops.

Stop Distance to next stop (in km)
Campbellton, NB 105
Amqui, QC 208
Rivière-du-Loup, QC 334
Drummondville, QC 109
Montreal, QC 151
Cornwall, ON 269
Belleville, ON 131
Oshawa, ON 59
Toronto, ON 43
Brampton, ON 77
Kitchener, ON

Which station is approximately halfway between Campbellton and Kitchener?

Solution

A) We can use a timeline to determine the length of the trip. We show the AST time above
the line and the matching EST time below the line.



From this, we can see that the travel time is between 11:15 p.m. and 8:16 p.m. AST.
Counting along the timeline, we can see that 20 hours elapse between 12:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. AST the next day. From the departure time of 11:15 p.m. until 12:00 a.m.,
45 minutes elapse. Since the arrival time is 16 minutes after 8:00 p.m. AST, then the travel
time is an additional 45 + 16 = 61 minutes. We know that 61 minutes is equal to 1 hour
and 1 minute, so the total travel time is 21 hours and 1 minute.

B) One way to find the midpoint of the trip is to add up the distances starting at each
endpoint. The following chart keeps track of these distances. As we keep track, we want to
keep the total distances from each endpoint close to each other.

Stop Distance from
Campbellton (km)

Amqui 105
Rivière-du-Loup 105 + 208 = 313
Drummondville 313 + 334 = 647

Montreal 647 + 109 = 756

Stop Distance from
Kitchener (km)

Brampton 77
Toronto 77 + 43 = 120
Oshawa 120 + 59 = 179
Belleville 179 + 131 = 310
Cornwall 310 + 269 = 579
Montreal 579 + 151 = 730

The distance travelled from Kitchener to Montreal is only 26 km less than the distance
travelled from Campbellton to Montreal. Since the distance from Montreal to
Drummondville is 109 km, which is more than double 26 km, the halfway point is closer to
Montreal than Drummondville.

Alternatively, we could calculate the total distance from Campbellton to Montreal:

105 + 208 + 334 + 109 + 151 + 269 + 131 + 59 + 43 + 77 = 1486 km

Half the distance is 1486÷ 2 = 743 km. From the tables above, we can see that the
distance from Campbellton to Montreal is closer to 743 km than the distance from
Campbellton to Drummondville, and we see that the distance from Kitchener to Montreal
is slightly less than 743 km. Thus, Montreal is approximately halfway between
Campbellton and Kitchener.



Teacher’s Notes

Standard time zones were introduced in North America during the late 19th century. This was
in response to a growing problem of coordinating train schedules between cities. Until 1884
there were hundreds of different time zones across the continent and around the world, since
each city could decide its own standard time.

As travel over long distances became more common and took less time, it was increasingly
important to create an international standard. In 1876 Sir Sandford Fleming, a
Scottish-Canadian engineer, proposed that the world be divided into 24 time zones, of
15 degrees longitude and one hour each. He also recommended that Greenwich, England be
used as the anchor point for universal time zones. His suggestions are the basis of today’s
globally accepted time zones and UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).

The UTC offset describes the difference in hours and minutes from Greenwich Mean Time to
identify time zones around the world. For example if it is noon at the prime meridian
(0 degrees longitude, which passes through Greenwich, England), then it is 4:00 p.m. in a time
zone identified as UTC+4:00 and it is 1:00 a.m. in a time zone identified as UTC-11:00.

Most time zones in the world are offset by full hours from UTC±00:00. However there are
some time zones offset by half hours or even quarter hour differences. For example:

• Newfoundland, Canada is UTC-3:30 when it observes standard time and
UTC-2:30 when it observes daylight savings time.

• Sri Lanka has a time zone of UTC+5:30.

• The time zone of Nepal is UTC+5:45.

Sources: timeanddate.com and wikipedia.org



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Just Filling In

A) Arrange the numbers below in the white boxes to make the smallest possible
sum.

2
6

3
8

7 5
+

B) Arrange the same numbers from part A) in the white boxes to make the
largest possible sum.

2
6

3
8

7 5
+

C) Arrange the numbers below in the white boxes to make the given sum.

1 2 9 6

4
1 8

5

6 3

+

For each part, how many different solutions can you find?

Not printing this page? You can fill in the boxes on our interactive worksheet.

Theme Number Sense
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Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Just Filling In

Problem

A) Arrange the numbers below in the white boxes to make the smallest possible sum.

2
6

3
8

7 5
+

B) Arrange the same numbers from part A) in the white boxes to make the largest possible
sum.

2
6

3
8

7 5
+

C) Arrange the numbers below in the white boxes to make the given sum.

1 2 9 6

4
1 8

5

6 3

+

For each part, how many different solutions can you find?
Not printing this page? You can fill in the boxes on our interactive worksheet.

Solution

A) The strategy for creating the smallest (or largest) sum comes from realizing
that the hundreds digit has the most influence on the size of a number, and
the ones digit has the least influence on the size of a number.

https://www.geogebra.org/m/enuq8rua


When we are choosing the digits for the smallest sum, we want the smallest
numbers in the hundreds column, the next smallest numbers in the tens
column, and the largest numbers in the ones column. So, in our answer we
want 2 and 3 in the hundreds column, 5 and 6 in the tens column, and
7 and 8 in the ones column.
When adding two numbers, the order of the numbers does not affect the sum,
so we can arrange these digits in several different ways. It turns out there are
a total of 8 solutions. They are all shown below.

257
+368

368
+257

357
+268

268
+357

267
+358

358
+267

367
+258

258
+367

In all arrangements, the sum is 625.

B) Using the strategy from part A), we can arrange the numbers to find the
largest possible sum. This time, we want the largest numbers in the hundreds
columns and the smallest numbers in the ones columns. As in part A), there
are 8 possible solutions. They are all shown below.

863
+752

752
+863

763
+852

852
+763

853
+762

762
+853

753
+862

862
+753

Again, the sum in all cases is the same: 1615.

C) We need some logic to narrow down the choices in this example. Since we
know the ones digit of the sum is 6, then the ones digits for each of the two
numbers being added must have a total of 6 or 16. The only possible
combinations given the digits we have are 1 + 5 or 5 + 1. Since neither of
these sums gives us 16, we do not have to worry about carrying a 1 into the
tens column.

Looking at the tens column, we need two numbers that add up to 9 or 19.
There is only one pair of the remaining digits we could use: 3 + 6 or 6 + 3.
Neither of these sums gives us 19, so there is nothing to carry into the
hundreds column. This means the sum of the hundreds column must be 12.

The remaining digits are 4 and 8, and fortunately the sum of these digits is 12.
As in parts A) and B), we can arrange these digits in 8 different ways. They
are all shown below.

461
+835

835
+461

831
+465

465
+831

435
+861

861
+435

865
+431

431
+865



Teacher’s Notes

As noted in the solution, the order of the operands when we are adding does not
affect the sum. This property of addition is called the commutative property.
Addition and multiplication are commutative operators, but subtraction and
division are not commutative.

Many algebraic proofs rely on understanding the fundamental rules that
mathematical operators follow. Proofs generally require clear steps that show two
expressions are actually equivalent. For a proof to be convincing, we need to
justify each step with established rules. Knowing and understanding the
commutative property and others such as the associative property and the
distributive property allows us to write expressions in a different form, and hence
are essential tools for mathematicians.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Making Plans

Mr. Lee’s Grade 4 class is going to create a play area for their school’s daycare
that includes a picnic table and a sandbox. They want square foam tiles under
the entire play area (even under the sandbox and under the picnic table). There
will be a rubber trim surrounding the play area to keep the tiles in place.

This is a picture of their plan. Each small square represents one square foam tile.

A) How many foam tiles do the students need to complete this job?

B) If each foam tile is 0.5 m by 0.5 m, how many metres of rubber trim is needed
to surround the entire play area?

Themes Geometry, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Making Plans

Problem
Mr. Lee’s Grade 4 class is going to create a play area for their school’s daycare that includes a
picnic table and a sandbox. They want square foam tiles under the entire play area (even
under the sandbox and under the picnic table). There will be a rubber trim surrounding the
play area to keep the tiles in place.

This is a picture of their plan. Each small square represents one square foam tile.

A) How many foam tiles do the students need to complete this job?

B) If each foam tile is 0.5 m by 0.5 m, how many metres of rubber trim is needed to surround
the entire play area?

Solution

A) There are several ways of solving this question.

There are 12 groups of 7 tiles or 12× 7 tiles. Simply counting the small
squares of a 12× 7 grid determines that there are 84 small squares in the grid.



Rather than counting, the number of tiles in the play area can be calculated
using multiplication. One way of calculating the product 12× 7 is by breaking
12 into 10 + 2. We know that 10× 7 = 70, and 2× 7 = 14. We can add these
together to determine the value of 12× 7. That is, 12× 7 = 70 + 14 = 84.

Similarly, using the split array model, the play area can be split into two
rectangles: a 10× 7 rectangle and a 2× 7 rectangle. This leads to a total of
70 + 14 = 84 tiles.

Therefore, the answer is 84 tiles.

B) If every tile is 0.5 m or 1
2 m or 50 cm, then 2 adjacent tiles would have a

length of 1 m. Thus 12 tiles would have a length of 6 m, and 7 tiles would
have a length of 3.5 m. Therefore, the play area has dimensions 6 m and
3.5 m.

To find the amount of rubber trim for the play area, we need to determine its
perimeter. This may be calculated by adding the lengths of all sides.

3.5 m+ 6 m+ 3.5 m+ 6 m = 19 m

Thus, 19 m of rubber trim is required.



Teacher’s Notes
Generally speaking, calculating the area or perimeter of a rectangle is quite
straightforward as long as you know its dimensions. For this problem, students
need to do a bit of work to determine the length and width of the play area. In
particular, the students must recognize that the width of the picnic table is the
same on both sides, even though they can’t see the tiles underneath. From the
diagram they know that the picnic table is three tiles wide at one end, then they
know that it is the same width on the opposite side. This allows them to
determine the longer dimension of the rectangle.

Very often in the real world we are given incomplete information when trying to
solve a problem. The logical thinking that we practise in mathematics can help
fill in the blanks.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Enough Money?

Rosa has six dimes, seven quarters, three $5 bills, and one toonie. She would like
to purchase some LegoTM for $20.00. Does Rosa have enough money? Justify
your answer.

In Canada, a dime is worth 10¢, a quarter is worth 25¢, a toonie is worth $2.00,
and 100¢ is equal to $1.00.

Theme Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Enough Money?

Problem
Rosa has six dimes, seven quarters, three $5 bills, and one toonie. She would like to purchase
some LegoTM for $20.00. Does Rosa have enough money? Justify your answer.

In Canada, a dime is worth 10¢, a quarter is worth 25¢, a toonie is worth $2.00, and 100¢ is
equal to $1.00.

Solution
We will determine how much money Rosa has, in dollars.

six dimes = 6× 10¢ = 60¢ = $0.60

seven quarters = 7× 25¢ = 175¢ = $1.75

three $5 bills = 3× $5.00 = $15.00

one toonie = 1× $2.00 = $2.00

Thus, in total, Rosa has $0.60 + $1.75 + $15.00 + $2.00 = $19.35. This is less
than $20.00, which is the cost of the LegoTM.
Therefore, Rosa does not have enough money to buy the LegoTM.



Teacher’s Notes
The value of modern coins is not normally connected to the value of the material
with which they are made. In fact, if the metal used to mint a coin is actually
worth more than the coin’s face value, usually there is an effort to remove the
coin from circulation. For example, the penny in Canada (1 cent coin) was
removed in 2012. At that time, it cost approximately 1.6 cents to mint each
penny. In 1965, the United States stopped circulating the silver dollar since the
material was worth more than a dollar. Most of the dollar coins that had been
minted were then melted to recover the base metal.

In history, coins did not always have a value imprinted on them. The purity of
the metal that composed the coin could be tested on a touchstone, and the
monetary value was calculated based on its weight and purity. Eventually gold
and silver coins were stamped with their weights instead of a fixed monetary
value. Governments would mint the coins as a way of guaranteeing the weight
and purity of the material was correct.
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Geometry (G)



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Shape Statements

Make each of the following statements true by filling in the blanks with either:

All, Some, or No.

Justify each choice.

A) rectangles are parallelograms.

B) triangles have three lines of symmetry.

C) trapezoids are quadrilaterals.

D) hexagons have three pairs of parallel sides.

E) rectangles are squares.

F) triangles have two right angles.

Theme Geometry



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Shape Statements

Problem
Make each of the following statements true by filling in the blanks with either:

All, Some, or No.

Justify each choice.

A) rectangles are parallelograms.

B) triangles have three lines of symmetry.

C) trapezoids are quadrilaterals.

D) hexagons have three pairs of parallel sides.

E) rectangles are squares.

F) triangles have two right angles.

Solution

A) All rectangles are parallelograms.

A parallelogram is defined as a quadrilateral with opposite sides that are
parallel. This is true for a rectangle as well. A rectangle is defined as a
parallelogram where all its internal angles are right angles.

B) Some triangles have three lines of symmetry.

An equilateral triangle (a triangle where all sides have equal length) is an
example of a triangle with 3 lines of symmetry. However a scalene triangle
(all sides have different lengths) is an example of a triangle that has no lines
of symmetry.



C) All trapezoids are quadrilaterals.

All trapezoids have four sides. This is the definition of a quadrilateral.

D) Some hexagons have three pairs of parallel sides.

A regular hexagon is an example of a hexagon with three pairs of parallel
sides.

There are other examples as well such as:

However, it is also possible to draw a hexagon
that does not have three pairs of parallel sides
such as:

E) Some rectangles are squares.

A rectangle is a quadrilateral where all its internal angles are right angles.
Only if all four sides of a rectangle have the same lengths we will have a
square.

F) No triangles have two right angles.

A triangle has three sides. If you draw two of those sides to form a right
angle, it is impossible to add a third side that would complete the triangle
and also form a right angle with one of the other two sides. Try it!
(Note: We can show the original solution statement to be true with higher
mathematics.)



Teacher’s Notes
As mathematicians, when we are given questions like the ones posed in this problem, we should
not be satisfied with just stating an answer; we should try to prove that our answer is correct.
In general, it is easier to disprove a statement than prove it. Usually it is sufficient to provide a
counter-example to disprove a statement. For example, when we answer part (D), we know that
the statement: “All hexagons have three pairs of parallel sides” is not true, since we can find a
counter-example (the second diagram in the solution). We also know that the statement: “No
hexagons have three pairs of parallel sides” is also not true, since we can find a counter-example
(the first diagram in the solution). This leaves us with only one possible true statement in this
case which is: “Some hexagons have three pairs of parallel sides.” Providing these diagrams
goes beyond simply stating an opinion about hexagons and parallel sides. To be fair, a full
proof of the statement would need to be more rigorous, and involve more advanced geometry.
However, making any kind of logical argument is a step toward thinking like a mathematician.

What argument could we make beyond our answer for part (B) that a scalene triangle has no
lines of symmetry? Here is an informal proof. We can define a line of symmetry as a straight
line through a shape such that if you folded a cut out of that shape along the line, the two
halves of the shape would match. Let’s assume that there is a scalene triangle that does have a
line of symmetry. That line could either be drawn:

• from one vertex of the triangle to another vertex of the triangle,

• from one side of the triangle to another side of the triangle, or

• from one vertex of the triangle to the opposite side of the triangle.

In the first case, the line of symmetry would simply match one of the sides
of the triangle, which clearly does not divide the triangle into matching
halves. In the second case, a line drawn from one side to another side
of the triangle, would divide the original shape into two polygons: a
triangle and a quadrilateral. Clearly it is impossible for these two shapes
to match. In the third case, if we try to draw a line from one vertex
to the opposite side of the triangle, if this is a line of symmetry, then
when we fold along this line, the other two sides of the triangle that do
not have the line of symmetry drawn to them must match, and so have
the same length. However, the definition of a scalene triangle is that all
three sides have different lengths. So there cannot be a line of symmetry
in a scalene triangle.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

The Wandering Cow

Mme Kennedy lives on a farm with her favourite cow, Mimi. One day, there is a
lot of wind and the fence around Mimi’s paddock blows down, so Mimi decides to
go exploring.

She leaves at 3:20 p.m. and walks toward the neighbouring farm. It takes her
35 minutes to get there. She visits with her friend Maisie the pig for 18 minutes.
Instead of going straight home, she wanders over to a pasture, which is a 26
minute walk. Here she enjoys the delicious green grass and eats for 8 minutes.

At the time Mimi starts eating the grass, Mme Kennedy goes to milk Mimi and
notices the broken fence and the missing cow. She hops on her horse, finds Mimi
in the pasture, and leads Mimi back to her own paddock. From the time she
notices that Mimi was missing, it takes Mme Kennedy 17 minutes to find Mimi
and return home.

A) How long was Mimi gone from her paddock for?

B) What time did Mimi arrive back at her paddock?

Theme Geometry



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

The Wandering Cow

Problem
Mme Kennedy lives on a farm with her favourite cow, Mimi. One day, there is a lot of wind
and the fence around Mimi’s paddock blows down, so Mimi decides to go exploring.

She leaves at 3:20 p.m. and walks toward the neighbouring farm. It takes her 35 minutes to get
there. She visits with her friend Maisie the pig for 18 minutes. Instead of going straight home,
she wanders over to a pasture, which is a 26 minute walk. Here she enjoys the delicious green
grass and eats for 8 minutes.

At the time Mimi starts eating the grass, Mme Kennedy goes to milk Mimi and notices the
broken fence and the missing cow. She hops on her horse, finds Mimi in the pasture, and leads
Mimi back to her own paddock. From the time she notices that Mimi was missing, it takes
Mme Kennedy 17 minutes to find Mimi and return home.

A) How long was Mimi gone from her paddock for?

B) What time did Mimi arrive back at her paddock?

Solution

A) From the time Mimi left the farm until the time she started eating grass,
35 + 18 + 26 = 79 minutes have passed. Note that Mme Kennedy left at the
time that Mimi starts eating the grass. So the 8 minutes are included in the
17 minutes of Mme Kennedy travelling. Since it was 17 minutes later that
Mme Kennedy returned home with Mimi, then the total time Mimi was gone
is 79 + 17 = 96 minutes or 1 hour and 36 minutes.

B) We will look at two different solutions.

1) We can make a timeline to track Mimi’s travels:

3:00 5:004:00

Mimi leaves

walks to farm
visits Maisie

walks to pasture

3:55 4:13 4:39 4:56

found and 
returned home

So Mimi returns home at 4:56 p.m.
2) We can add the 1 hour and 36 minutes to 3:20. Adding one hour to 3:20

gives 4:20. Adding another 36 minutes gives 4:56.
So Mimi returns home at 4:56 p.m.



Teacher’s Notes

Another way we could solve this problem is to think of time a bit differently.
Instead of describing time in hours and minutes, we could think of time as being
some number of minutes after midnight. For example 120 would represent
2:00 a.m. since 120 minutes is equal to 2 hours, and 2:00 a.m. is 2 hours after
midnight.

Generally we could convert the number of minutes after midnight into a regular
time format by calculating the quotient and remainder when we divide the
minutes by 60. For example, if we want to know what time it is 785 minutes after
midnight, we calculate 785÷ 60 which is 13 with a remainder of 5. This means
the time is 13 hours and 5 minutes after midnight, which is describing time like a
24 hour clock. This is equal to 1:05 p.m.

Converting from minutes after midnight to a time that we understand seems like
a lot of work, so why might we want to represent time this way? The advantage
of representing time as minutes after midnight comes when we want to do
mathematical calculations with the time such as adding and subtracting. For
example, in this problem 3:20 p.m. is 15 hours and 20 minutes after midnight,
which is equal to (15× 60) + 20 = 920 minutes after midnight. Now calculating
the time when Mimi returns is a simple addition: 920+35+18+26+17 = 1016.
When we divide this number by 60 we get 16 with a remainder of 56. This means
the time is 16 hours and 56 minutes after midnight, which is 4:56 p.m.

Although the conversion from minutes after midnight to a readable time seems
awkward, doing calculations with time is just the same simple addition or
subtraction that we do with any whole numbers. This idea of a simple numerical
representation of time is basically the way that a computer represents values such
as time and other more complex values. Every value in a computer is represented
by a sequence of digits. The programs on our computers interpret a sequence and
show it in a format that humans can easily read. However, the computer can use
the same circuits for calculations on these underlying values even if the values
represent very different types of data.

One way to see this yourself is by looking at different formats of a number in a
spreadsheet cell. If you type a number like 120781, you can change the format of
that number to appear as currency, a percentage, or even a date. In Excel, when
you type this number into a cell and then format it as a date, it will appear as
Tuesday, September 7, 2230.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Archaeological Ages

You are an archaeologist, and have made a startling series of discoveries right
around the corner from your office.

You have taken the pieces back to the lab, and are trying to figure out how old
your objects are. Your rival, Indianapolis Jane, has tampered with your artifact
dating machine. The ages it is computing are correct but are hard to compare.
Here are the results from the machine:

Artifact #1 is 50 decades, 100 weeks, and 48 hours old

Artifact #2 is 3 centuries, 4 decades, and 6 years old

Artifact #3 is 2 centuries, 28 decades, and 52 weeks old

You want to present these artifacts to your colleagues in order from oldest to
newest. In which order should you present them? Justify your answer.

Note: A decade is equal to 10 years, and a century is equal to 100 years.

Themes Geometry, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Archaeological Ages

Problem
You are an archaeologist, and have made a startling series of discoveries right around the
corner from your office.

You have taken the pieces back to the lab, and are trying to figure out how old your objects
are. Your rival, Indianapolis Jane, has tampered with your artifact dating machine. The ages
it is computing are correct but are hard to compare. Here are the results from the machine:

Artifact #1 is 50 decades, 100 weeks, and 48 hours old

Artifact #2 is 3 centuries, 4 decades, and 6 years old

Artifact #3 is 2 centuries, 28 decades, and 52 weeks old

You want to present these artifacts to your colleagues in order from oldest to newest. In which
order should you present them? Justify your answer.

Note: A decade is equal to 10 years, and a century is equal to 100 years.

Solution
One way to solve this problem is to estimate the age of each artifact. To compare the ages, we
need a common unit. We know that 1 decade is equal to 10 years, and that 1 century is equal
to 100 years. We know that each year has approximately 52 weeks and each day has 24 hours.
So we can approximate the age of each artifact in years.

• Approximate age of Artifact #1:

We see that 50 decades is equal to 50× 10 = 500 years, and 100 weeks is approximately
2 years, and 48 hours is equal to 2 days which is insignificant in the calculation of the
number of years in the age. We can estimate the age of Artifact #1 at approximately
500 + 2 = 502 years old.

• Approximate age of Artifact #2:

Since 3 centuries is equal to 3× 100 = 300 years, and 4 decades is equal to
4× 10 = 40 years, we can estimate the age of Artifact #2 at approximately
300 + 40 + 6 = 346 years old.

• Approximate age of Artifact #3:

Since 2 centuries is equal to 2× 100 = 200 years, and 28 decades is equal to
28× 10 = 280 years, and 52 weeks is approximately 1 year, we can estimate the age of
Artifact #3 at approximately 200 + 280 + 1 = 481 years old.

So the oldest item is Artifact #1, the next oldest is Artifact #3, and the newest is
Artifact #2.



Teacher’s Notes

Finding a common unit of measurement can be important in our every day lives. We often find
situations where we need to compare or equate the sizes of items that have been measured
using different units. For example, we might have a recipe that uses metric units such as
millilitres and Celsius but our own kitchens contain measuring cups and ovens that have
Fahrenheit settings or vice versa.

In many cases it is possible to convert from one unit to another precisely. For example, with
metric units it is very easy to convert among the base unit and units with prefixes such as
milli, centi and kilo. We can also precisely convert between units that have been defined in
relation to each other, such as 1 minute = 60 seconds.

In other cases we often estimate the relationship between units of measurement, especially
when we do not need to be precise. For example, we estimate that 1 year = 52 weeks, but this
is not an accurate relationship, since 1 week = 7 days and 7× 52 = 364. Normally there are
365 days in a year, so a more precise estimate would be to say that 1 year = 521

7
weeks.

However, this is not accurate either since leap years have 366 days.

Estimation is perfectly acceptable when more precise units of measurement are either
irrelevant or meaningless. In this problem, it is not necessary to know the exact age of any of
the artifacts to be able to determine which one is the oldest. We use terms like circa when
referring to dates to give historical context without necessarily knowing an exact year. We
measure ages in weeks or years rather than minutes since knowing someone is 525 600 minutes
old is usually not that informative. There are times when precise measurement is important,
but there are occasions where approximation is valid and useful.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Fund Raising

Room 9 is raising funds for a tree-planting charity by recycling electronics. They
have found a local company that will give them $1 for each pound of computer
e-waste and $2 for each pound of cell phone e-waste.

The school only has metric measuring tools. Here is what they have gathered to
recycle:

Computers

• 6 Bonobo laptops: 800 g each

• 4 uPads: 600 g each

• 2 HomeBooks: 1.2 kg each

Cell Phones
• 2 uPhones: 375 g each

• 4 Mixel phones: 100 g each

Knowing that 1 pound is approximately 454 g, find an estimation of how much
money Room 9 will make. Justify your answer.

Themes Geometry, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Fund Raising

Problem
Room 9 is raising funds for a tree-planting charity by recycling electronics. They have found a
local company that will give them $1 for each pound of computer e-waste and $2 for each
pound of cell phone e-waste.

The school only has metric measuring tools. Here is what they have gathered to recycle:

Computers

• 6 Bonobo laptops: 800 g each

• 4 uPads: 600 g each

• 2 HomeBooks: 1.2 kg each

Cell Phones

• 2 uPhones: 375 g each

• 4 Mixel phones: 100 g each

Knowing that 1 pound is approximately 454 g, find an estimation of how much money Room 9
will make. Justify your answer.

Solution
Solutions may vary, possibly resulting in different final approximations. We are going to show
three possible solutions. In each solution we will use the following information:

Since 1 pound is approximately 454 g and 500 g is 0.5 kg, then 1 pound is approximately
0.5 kg. So,

0.5 kg is approximately 1 pound, and 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds.

Solution 1: We will look at first approximating the mass of each item.
Knowing this, we can estimate the total mass of the e-waste that was gathered, and then
calculate how much it is worth.
Computers:

• Bonobo laptops: Since each laptop is approximately 1 kg, six Bonobo laptops are
approximately 6 kg.

• uPads: Since each uPad is approximately 0.5 kg, four uPads are approximately 2 kg.

• HomeBooks: Since each HomeBook is approximately 1 kg, two HomeBooks are
approximately 2 kg.

This is approximately 6 + 2 + 2 = 10 kg of computer waste.
Since each 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 10× 2 = 20 pounds of
computer waste.

The computer e-waste is worth approximately $20.



Phones:
• uPhones: Since each uPhone is approximately 0.5 kg, two uPhones are approximately

1 kg.

• Mixel phones: Since each Mixel phone is 100 g, then four Mixel phones are 400 g, or
approximately 0.5 kg.

This is approximately 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 kg of cell phone waste.
Since each 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 1.5× 2 = 3 pounds of
cell phone waste.

The cell phone e-waste is worth approximately $6.

So the total value is approximately $20 + $6 = $26.

Solution 2: Since there are a small number of items for each waste product, we will find the
mass for each specific waste product in kg and then approximate the mass in pounds.
Computers:

• Bonobo laptops: Since each laptop is 800 g, then six laptops are 6× 800 = 4800 g.
Therefore, six Bonobo laptops are approximately 5 kg.

• uPads: Since each uPad is 600 g, then four uPads are 4× 600 = 2400 g. Therefore, four
uPads are approximately 2.5 kg.

• HomeBooks: Since each HomeBook is 1.2 kg, then two are 2× 1.2 = 2.4 kg. Therefore,
two HomeBooks are approximately 2.5 kg.

This is approximately 5 + 2.5 + 2.5 = 10 kg of computer waste.
Since each 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 10× 2 = 20 pounds of
computer waste.

The computer e-waste is worth approximately $20.

Phones:
• uPhones: Since each uPhone is 375 g, then two uPhones are 2× 375 = 750 g. Therefore,

two uPhones are approximately 1 kg.

• Mixel phones: Since each Mixel phone is 100 g, then four Mixel phones are
4× 100 = 400 g. Therefore, four Mixel phones are approximately 0.5 kg.

This is approximately 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 kg of cell phone waste.
Since each 1 kg is approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 1.5× 2 = 3 pounds of
cell phone waste.

The cell phone e-waste is worth approximately $6.

So the total value is approximately $20 + $6 = $26.



Solution 3: In this third solution, we will find the total mass of computer waste in kg and the
total mass of cell phone waste in kg, and then approximate these totals in pounds.
Computers:

• Bonobo laptops: Since each laptop is 800 g, then six laptops are 6× 800 = 4800 g.

• uPads: Since each uPad is 600 g, then four uPads are 4× 600 = 2400 g.

• HomeBooks: Since each HomeBook is 1.2 kg, then two are 2× 1.2 = 2.4 kg, which is
equal to 2400 g.

Therefore, there is 4800 + 2400 + 2400 = 9600 g, which is equal to 9.6 kg. Therefore, there is
approximately 9.5 kg of computer waste.
Since each 0.5 kg is approximately 1 pound, then there is approximately 9× 2 + 1 = 19 pounds
of computer waste.

The computer e-waste is worth approximately $19.

Phones:
• uPhones: Since each uPhone is 375 g, then two uPhones are 2× 375 = 750 g.

• Mixel phones: Since each Mixel phone is 100 g, then four Mixel phones are
4× 100 = 400 g.

Therefore, there is 750 + 400 = 1150 g, which is approximately 1 kg. Since each 1 kg is
approximately 2 pounds, then there is approximately 2 pounds of cell phone waste.

The cell phone e-waste is worth approximately $4.

So the total value is approximately $19 + $4 = $23.



Teacher’s Notes

Did you know that a kilogram is not what it used to be?

Like many units of measurement, the definition of a kilogram was linked to a physical model.
In 1795, French law defined a kilogram as the mass of 1000 cubic centimetres (or 1 litre) of
water. In 1799, a physical prototype was commissioned and stored at the Archives Nationales
in Paris. At the time, this platinum cylinder was the standard for a kilogram.

Over time, the physical model would not necessarily be exactly the same as when it was
commissioned. In 1879, the definition of a kilogram was updated to be the mass of 1 dm3 of
water under atmospheric pressure and maximum water density, which is measured at
approximately 4 degrees Celsius. At that time a new platinum-iridium prototype was
commissioned and stored at the Archives Nationales.

In May 2019, the International Bureau of Weights and Measures announced the new official
definition of a kilogram. It changed from a physical model to a mathematical definition based
on universal constants: Planck’s constant, the speed of light, and the radiation generated by a
cesium atom. This relatively recent update makes the kilogram the last unit of measurement in
the International System of Units (SI) to be linked to a physical artifact.

Sources: Wikipedia and nist.gov



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Storage Containers

Jillian has two plastic containers that are the same height. The dimensions of
these containers are shown below:

Container X Container Y

25 cm 20 cm

20 cm18 cm

16 cm16 cm

She always seals her containers with a lid when she stores things.

A) If Jillian filled each container with water, which container would hold more
water? Justify your answer.

B) Jillian has many wooden blocks that are cubes with side lengths of 4 cm.
Which container would hold more blocks if the blocks had to lie flat in the
container? Justify your answer.

Theme Geometry



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Storage Containers

Problem
Jillian has two plastic containers that are the same height. The dimensions of these containers
are shown below:

Container X Container Y

25 cm 20 cm

20 cm18 cm

16 cm16 cm

She always seals her containers with a lid when she stores things.

A) If Jillian filled each container with water, which container would hold more water? Justify
your answer.

B) Jillian has many wooden blocks that are cubes with side lengths of 4 cm. Which container
would hold more blocks if the blocks had to lie flat in the container? Justify your answer.

Solution

A) Since the containers are the same height, the capacity of each will depend on
the area of each base. By either using the formula area = length× width, or
by drawing the bases on grid paper, we see that:

Area of the base of Container X = 25× 18 = 450 cm2.
Area of the base of Container Y = 20× 20 = 400 cm2.

Since the area of the base of Container X is greater than the area of the base
of Container Y, that tells us Container X would hold more water.



B) To maximize the number of blocks in each container, Jillian can stack layers of
blocks, where each layer is a rectangle made of blocks lying flat. The diagram
below shows the largest rectangle of blocks that will fit in each container.

 4 cm 4 cm

Container X Container Y

 20 cm

 20 cm

 18 cm

 25 cm

When we count the blocks, we see that 6× 4 = 24 blocks can fit in one layer
in Container X, while 5× 5 = 25 blocks can fit in one layer in Container Y.
Therefore Container Y can store more of these blocks than Container X.



Problem of the Week
Problem A
Family Trip

Fuad takes the train to visit his family. He travels from Campbellton, NB to
Kitchener, ON.

A) The train leaves from Campbellton at 11:15 p.m. Atlantic Standard
Time (AST) and arrives in Kitchener at 7:16 p.m. Eastern Standard
Time (EST) the next day. Atlantic Time is one hour ahead of Eastern Time.
For example, at 1:00 p.m. EST it is the same time as 2:00 p.m. AST.
How long will his trip take? Justify your answer.

B) The table below gives the stops on the trip, in order, and the distances
between stops.

Stop Distance to next stop (in km)
Campbellton, NB 105
Amqui, QC 208
Rivière-du-Loup, QC 334
Drummondville, QC 109
Montreal, QC 151
Cornwall, ON 269
Belleville, ON 131
Oshawa, ON 59
Toronto, ON 43
Brampton, ON 77
Kitchener, ON

Which station is approximately halfway between Campbellton and Kitchener?

Themes Geometry, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Family Trip

Problem

Fuad takes the train to visit his family. He travels from Campbellton, NB to Kitchener, ON.

A) The train leaves from Campbellton at 11:15 p.m. Atlantic Standard Time (AST) and
arrives in Kitchener at 7:16 p.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST) the next day. Atlantic
Time is one hour ahead of Eastern Time. For example, at 1:00 p.m. EST it is the same
time as 2:00 p.m. AST.
How long will his trip take? Justify your answer.

B) The table below gives the stops on the trip, in order, and the distances between stops.

Stop Distance to next stop (in km)
Campbellton, NB 105
Amqui, QC 208
Rivière-du-Loup, QC 334
Drummondville, QC 109
Montreal, QC 151
Cornwall, ON 269
Belleville, ON 131
Oshawa, ON 59
Toronto, ON 43
Brampton, ON 77
Kitchener, ON

Which station is approximately halfway between Campbellton and Kitchener?

Solution

A) We can use a timeline to determine the length of the trip. We show the AST time above
the line and the matching EST time below the line.



From this, we can see that the travel time is between 11:15 p.m. and 8:16 p.m. AST.
Counting along the timeline, we can see that 20 hours elapse between 12:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. AST the next day. From the departure time of 11:15 p.m. until 12:00 a.m.,
45 minutes elapse. Since the arrival time is 16 minutes after 8:00 p.m. AST, then the travel
time is an additional 45 + 16 = 61 minutes. We know that 61 minutes is equal to 1 hour
and 1 minute, so the total travel time is 21 hours and 1 minute.

B) One way to find the midpoint of the trip is to add up the distances starting at each
endpoint. The following chart keeps track of these distances. As we keep track, we want to
keep the total distances from each endpoint close to each other.

Stop Distance from
Campbellton (km)

Amqui 105
Rivière-du-Loup 105 + 208 = 313
Drummondville 313 + 334 = 647

Montreal 647 + 109 = 756

Stop Distance from
Kitchener (km)

Brampton 77
Toronto 77 + 43 = 120
Oshawa 120 + 59 = 179
Belleville 179 + 131 = 310
Cornwall 310 + 269 = 579
Montreal 579 + 151 = 730

The distance travelled from Kitchener to Montreal is only 26 km less than the distance
travelled from Campbellton to Montreal. Since the distance from Montreal to
Drummondville is 109 km, which is more than double 26 km, the halfway point is closer to
Montreal than Drummondville.

Alternatively, we could calculate the total distance from Campbellton to Montreal:

105 + 208 + 334 + 109 + 151 + 269 + 131 + 59 + 43 + 77 = 1486 km

Half the distance is 1486÷ 2 = 743 km. From the tables above, we can see that the
distance from Campbellton to Montreal is closer to 743 km than the distance from
Campbellton to Drummondville, and we see that the distance from Kitchener to Montreal
is slightly less than 743 km. Thus, Montreal is approximately halfway between
Campbellton and Kitchener.



Teacher’s Notes

Standard time zones were introduced in North America during the late 19th century. This was
in response to a growing problem of coordinating train schedules between cities. Until 1884
there were hundreds of different time zones across the continent and around the world, since
each city could decide its own standard time.

As travel over long distances became more common and took less time, it was increasingly
important to create an international standard. In 1876 Sir Sandford Fleming, a
Scottish-Canadian engineer, proposed that the world be divided into 24 time zones, of
15 degrees longitude and one hour each. He also recommended that Greenwich, England be
used as the anchor point for universal time zones. His suggestions are the basis of today’s
globally accepted time zones and UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).

The UTC offset describes the difference in hours and minutes from Greenwich Mean Time to
identify time zones around the world. For example if it is noon at the prime meridian
(0 degrees longitude, which passes through Greenwich, England), then it is 4:00 p.m. in a time
zone identified as UTC+4:00 and it is 1:00 a.m. in a time zone identified as UTC-11:00.

Most time zones in the world are offset by full hours from UTC±00:00. However there are
some time zones offset by half hours or even quarter hour differences. For example:

• Newfoundland, Canada is UTC-3:30 when it observes standard time and
UTC-2:30 when it observes daylight savings time.

• Sri Lanka has a time zone of UTC+5:30.

• The time zone of Nepal is UTC+5:45.

Sources: timeanddate.com and wikipedia.org



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Wrapping Presents

When Jack wraps a box, he first does a test to determine if his sheet of wrapping
paper is long enough.

To do this, Jack places his box on top of the wrapping paper so that one edge of
the box is lined up with the width of the wrapping paper. He then flips the box
along the length of the paper so that each of its four sides touches the paper once.

If there is at least 6 cm of extra paper left after the last flip, Jack concludes that
his sheet of wrapping paper is long enough. If there is less than 6 cm of extra
paper left after the last flip, Jack rotates his box so a different edge of his box is
lined up with the wrapping paper and tries his test again.

Jack wants to wrap a box with dimensions 20 cm× 12 cm× 8 cm.
He has a sheet of wrapping paper that is 62 cm long.

Would this sheet of wrapping paper be long enough to wrap his box? If so, how
should he position his box on the wrapping paper at the beginning of his test?
You can assume the wrapping paper is wide enough to wrap the box. Justify
your answer.

Theme Geometry



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Wrapping Presents

Problem
When Jack wraps a box, he first does a test to determine if his sheet of wrapping paper is long
enough.

To do this, Jack places his box on top of the wrapping paper so that one edge of the box is
lined up with the width of the wrapping paper. He then flips the box along the length of the
paper so that each of its four sides touches the paper once.

If there is at least 6 cm of extra paper left after the last flip, Jack concludes that his sheet of
wrapping paper is long enough. If there is less than 6 cm of extra paper left after the last flip,
Jack rotates his box so a different edge of his box is lined up with the wrapping paper and tries
his test again.

Jack wants to wrap a box with dimensions 20 cm× 12 cm× 8 cm.
He has a sheet of wrapping paper that is 62 cm long.

Would this sheet of wrapping paper be long enough to wrap his box? If so, how should he
position his box on the wrapping paper at the beginning of his test? You can assume the
wrapping paper is wide enough to wrap the box. Justify your answer.

Solution
To solve this problem we can try putting the box on the paper, and then check to
see if the paper is long enough. Since the box has three dimensions, there are
three different edge lengths that we can line up with the edge of the wrapping
paper. We will consider these three different tests.

First Test
First we line up one of the 20 cm edges
of the box with the width of the wrap-
ping paper. Then when we look at the
box from the side as we are rolling it
along the paper, we will see only the
8 cm and 12 cm sides.



Rolling the box along the paper this way is the same as measuring the perimeter
of a 8 cm× 12 cm rectangle, which is 12 + 8 + 12 + 8 = 40 cm. Since the
wrapping paper is 62 cm long, there will be 62− 40 = 22 cm of extra paper left
after the last roll. This is more than 6 cm, so with this starting position, the
wrapping paper is long enough to wrap Jack’s box.

Second Test
Next we will line up one of the 8 cm
edges of the box with the width of the
wrapping paper. Then when we look
at the box from the side as we are
rolling it along the paper, we will see
only the 12 cm and 20 cm sides.
Rolling the box along the paper this way is the same as measuring the perimeter
of a 12 cm× 20 cm rectangle, which is 20 + 12 + 20 + 12 = 64 cm. Since the
wrapping paper is only 62 cm long, it is not long enough to wrap Jack’s box this
way.

Third Test
Finally we will line up one of the 12 cm
edges of the box with the width of the
wrapping paper. Then when we look
at the box from the side as we are
rolling it along the paper, we will see
only the 8 cm and 20 cm sides.
Rolling the box along the paper this way is the same as measuring the perimeter
of a 8 cm× 20 cm rectangle, which is 20 + 8 + 20 + 8 = 56 cm. Since the
wrapping paper is 62 cm long, there will be 62− 56 = 6 cm of extra paper left
after the last roll. Therefore with this starting position, the wrapping paper is
just long enough to wrap Jack’s box.

Thus, the wrapping paper is long enough to wrap Jack’s box if he starts by
placing the box on the wrapping paper with either the 12 cm edge or the 20 cm
edge lined up with the edge of the wrapping paper.

Extension: If this piece of wrapping paper was 24 cm wide, would it be wide
enough to wrap the box? Think about how much wrapping paper would be
needed on either side of the box when you are rolling it. Remember that you will
need to wrap the two side faces of the box as well.



Teacher’s Notes

With two-dimensional objects, we are often interested in the area and perimeter
of the object. With three-dimensional objects, the analogous measurements
would be volume and surface area. There are some formulae we can use to find
these measurements for common 3-D objects.

3-D Object Dimensions Volume Surface Area

Cube side length = s s3 6s2

Sphere radius = r
4

3
πr3 4πr2

Right Cylinder radius = r πr2h 2πr2 + 2πrh

height = h

Right Square Pyramid base side length = a a2
h

3
a2 + 2a

√
a2

4
+ h2

height = h

Right Cone radius = r πr2
h

3
πr
√
r2 + h2 + πr2

height = h

These formulae are useful when you need to know the volume or surface area of
the objects above. Using calculus, we are able to find the volumes of more
uncommon objects.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Making Plans

Mr. Lee’s Grade 4 class is going to create a play area for their school’s daycare
that includes a picnic table and a sandbox. They want square foam tiles under
the entire play area (even under the sandbox and under the picnic table). There
will be a rubber trim surrounding the play area to keep the tiles in place.

This is a picture of their plan. Each small square represents one square foam tile.

A) How many foam tiles do the students need to complete this job?

B) If each foam tile is 0.5 m by 0.5 m, how many metres of rubber trim is needed
to surround the entire play area?

Themes Geometry, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Making Plans

Problem
Mr. Lee’s Grade 4 class is going to create a play area for their school’s daycare that includes a
picnic table and a sandbox. They want square foam tiles under the entire play area (even
under the sandbox and under the picnic table). There will be a rubber trim surrounding the
play area to keep the tiles in place.

This is a picture of their plan. Each small square represents one square foam tile.

A) How many foam tiles do the students need to complete this job?

B) If each foam tile is 0.5 m by 0.5 m, how many metres of rubber trim is needed to surround
the entire play area?

Solution

A) There are several ways of solving this question.

There are 12 groups of 7 tiles or 12× 7 tiles. Simply counting the small
squares of a 12× 7 grid determines that there are 84 small squares in the grid.



Rather than counting, the number of tiles in the play area can be calculated
using multiplication. One way of calculating the product 12× 7 is by breaking
12 into 10 + 2. We know that 10× 7 = 70, and 2× 7 = 14. We can add these
together to determine the value of 12× 7. That is, 12× 7 = 70 + 14 = 84.

Similarly, using the split array model, the play area can be split into two
rectangles: a 10× 7 rectangle and a 2× 7 rectangle. This leads to a total of
70 + 14 = 84 tiles.

Therefore, the answer is 84 tiles.

B) If every tile is 0.5 m or 1
2 m or 50 cm, then 2 adjacent tiles would have a

length of 1 m. Thus 12 tiles would have a length of 6 m, and 7 tiles would
have a length of 3.5 m. Therefore, the play area has dimensions 6 m and
3.5 m.

To find the amount of rubber trim for the play area, we need to determine its
perimeter. This may be calculated by adding the lengths of all sides.

3.5 m+ 6 m+ 3.5 m+ 6 m = 19 m

Thus, 19 m of rubber trim is required.



Teacher’s Notes
Generally speaking, calculating the area or perimeter of a rectangle is quite
straightforward as long as you know its dimensions. For this problem, students
need to do a bit of work to determine the length and width of the play area. In
particular, the students must recognize that the width of the picnic table is the
same on both sides, even though they can’t see the tiles underneath. From the
diagram they know that the picnic table is three tiles wide at one end, then they
know that it is the same width on the opposite side. This allows them to
determine the longer dimension of the rectangle.

Very often in the real world we are given incomplete information when trying to
solve a problem. The logical thinking that we practise in mathematics can help
fill in the blanks.



Problem of the Week
Problem A
3-D Fun

The three-dimensional figure shown was built using interlocking cubes.

When we look at the figure directly from the top, we will see the following image,
which is called the top view.

A) How many cubes in total are in the three-dimensional figure? Is there more
than one possible answer?

B) Draw the front view and side view of the figure.

Theme Geometry



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

3-D Fun

Problem
The three-dimensional figure shown was built using interlocking cubes.

When we look at the figure directly from the top, we will see the following image, which is
called the top view.

A) How many cubes in total are in the three-dimensional figure? Is there more than one
possible answer?

B) Draw the front view and side view of the figure.

Solution

A) To count the total number of cubes, we will look at the three-dimensional
figure one layer at a time. It has a top layer, a middle layer, and a bottom
layer.

First we will look at the top layer. There are 2 cubes in this layer, as shown.



Next we will look at the middle layer. We can see 3 cubes in this layer,
however we cannot see from the three-dimensional figure whether or not there
is a cube behind the striped cube shown.

However the top view shows that there is no cube in this position, so we can
confirm there are only the 3 cubes shown in the middle layer.

Finally, we will look at the bottom layer. We can see 4 cubes in this layer.
However, we cannot see from the three-dimensional figure whether or not
there is a cube directly under the striped cube. The top view does not give us
any more information here, because the position in question would not be
seen from the top view as it would be blocked by the cube above the striped
cube. Thus, without more information, we must conclude that this layer
contains either 4 or 5 cubes, as shown.

OR

Thus, in total, the three-dimensional figure has 2 + 3 + 4 = 9 or
2 + 3 + 5 = 10 cubes.

Note that if the figure had been made using regular stacking cubes instead of
interlocking cubes, it would not be possible to have a gap in the bottom layer,
so the bottom layer would have to contain 5 cubes.



B) The front view is what we see when we look at the three-dimensional figure
directly from the front. We would see the image below.

The side view is what we see when we look at the three-dimensional figure
directly from the side. We would see one of the images below, depending on
which side of the figure we look at.

OR



Teacher’s Notes
Students often enjoy studying math in elementary and high school, but do not
know what they could do at the next level. A degree in mathematics can lead to
many different careers. Many of the top jobs in lists ranking the best occupations
require analytical math skills. Math shows up in some unexpected places.

The CEMC has created a resource called Real-World Math
(http://cemc.uwaterloo.ca/resources/real-world.html) that gives insight
into how math is used in areas such as security, medicine, and the environment.

This problem has students visualizing 2-dimensional models from a 3-dimensional
object. Architects, engineers, and computer animators need to create models for
buildings, tools, and images. These occupations, and many others, rely heavily
on a solid understanding of mathematics.

http://cemc.uwaterloo.ca/resources/real-world.html
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Problem of the Week
Problem A

Cupcake Caper

Mei Xing is having a party and is decorating 20 cupcakes for her friends. There is
icing on all of the cupcakes, and she lines them up to add extra decorations.

• There is nothing but icing on the first cupcake. There is a cherry on the
second cupcake. There are chocolate chips on the third cupcake. There are
sprinkles on the fourth cupcake.

• In fact, she puts a cherry on every second cupcake.

• She also puts chocolate chips on every third cupcake.

• She also puts sprinkles on every fourth cupcake.

A) How many cupcakes have no extra decorations on them?

B) Do any of the cupcakes get all three decorations? Justify your answer.

Themes Algebra, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Cupcake Caper

Problem
Mei Xing is having a party and is decorating 20 cupcakes for her friends. There is icing on all
of the cupcakes, and she lines them up to add extra decorations.

• There is nothing but icing on the first cupcake. There is a cherry on the second cupcake.
There are chocolate chips on the third cupcake. There are sprinkles on the fourth
cupcake.

• In fact, she puts a cherry on every second cupcake.

• She also puts chocolate chips on every third cupcake.

• She also puts sprinkles on every fourth cupcake.

A) How many cupcakes have no extra decorations on them?

B) Do any of the cupcakes get all three decorations? Justify your answer.

Solution
One way to solve this problem is to make a chart keeping track of the decorations

cupcake 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
cherry X X X X X X X X X X

ch. chips X X X X X X
sprinkles X X X X X

A) From this chart we can see there are a total of 7 cupcakes that have no extra
decorations.
B) We can also see that there is only one cupcake that has all three extra
decorations.



Teacher’s Notes

It was important in the description of this problem to include the first bullet
point when explaining the decorating strategy. Without that starting point, the
solution is actually unknown. If are only given the fact that cherries are placed
on every second cupcake, without indicating how the pattern starts, our chart
could look like this:

cupcake 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
cherry X X X X X X X X X X

ch. chips X X X X X X
sprinkles X X X X X

In this solution, only three of the cupcakes have no decorations, which is different
from the answer we expected. In general, when we are describing a situation that
is repeating some pattern, providing a clear initial setup is crucial. Without that
precision, the results may be unpredictable.

Another thing to notice in the chart of the original solution is that all of the
cupcakes that have no extra decorations are labelled with a prime number (with
the exception of the first one). Note that 1 is not a prime number. A natural
question to ask would be, if we extended the problem to a larger number of
cupcakes, will all cupcakes (after the first one) that have no decorations be
labelled with prime numbers? The answer is no. For example, we would find out
pretty quickly that the 25th cupcake would have no extra decorations.

However, we can predict that the cupcakes labelled with any number that is
coprime with 2 and coprime with 3 will not have any extra decorations. To say
two numbers are coprime, is to say that they do not have any positive factors in
common except for 1. For example, 25 is not a prime number, and its positive
factors are 1, 5, and 25. The positive factors of 2 are 1 and 2, and the positive
factors of 3 are 1 and 3. So 2 and 25 are coprime and 3 and 25 are coprime. Note
that we do not have to check if the number is coprime with 4, since a number will
be coprime with 4 exactly when it is coprime with 2. That is, if the number is
coprime with 2, then it does not have a factor of 2, and so cannot have a factor of
2 or 4 (the factors of 4). If a number is not coprime with 2, then it has a factor of
2, which automatically means it shares a factor with 4 and so is not coprime
with 4.



Problem of the Week
Problem A
Tricky Tiles

Escher is planning to use tiles to
create a border on his kitchen wall.
The border will be formed by a row
of single tiles. He has selected the
first 8 tiles he plans to use. He has
numbered them in the order of a
pattern he wants to appear, from left
to right. The pattern repeats every
few tiles, and we can see the
repetition in the first 8 tiles in the
picture on the right.

What will the 9th tile look like?

What will the 15th tile look like?

Themes Algebra, Computational Thinking



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Tricky Tiles

Problem
Escher is planning to use tiles to create a
border on his kitchen wall. The border will
be formed by a row of single tiles. He has
selected the first 8 tiles he plans to use. He
has numbered them in the order of a
pattern he wants to appear, from left to
right. The pattern repeats every few tiles,
and we can see the repetition in the first
8 tiles in the picture on the right.

What will the 9th tile look like?

What will the 15th tile look like?

Solution

We can see that the pattern repeats itself after every 4 tiles.

So the 9th tile will be the same as the 5th tile which is the
same as the 1st tile. This is shown to the right.

We can continue laying out the pattern to see what the 15th
tile would be. In particular:

• The 1st, 5th, 9th, 13th, ... tiles are all the same.

• The 2nd, 6th, 10th, 14th, ... tiles are all the same.

• The 3rd, 7th, 11th, 15th, ... tiles are all the same.

• The 4th, 8th, 12th, 16th, ... tiles are all the same.

So, the 15th tile will be the same as the 3rd tile. This is
shown to the right.

1

3



Teacher’s Notes

M.C. Escher is an artist known for his mathematically inspired works, including
many tessellations. A tessellation, also known as a tiling, covers a surface with
repeated geometric shapes. Tiles can be simple shapes like squares, or they can
be much more intricate like the artistic renderings of Escher. Tilings appear in
art, crafts such as quilting and mosaics, architecture such as the pyramid at the
Louvre Museum or The Gherkin tower in London, and nature such as
honeycombs.

Tessellations have appeared in artistic works for centuries. However,
mathematicians have only studied them seriously since the late 19th century.
During his life, Escher interacted with prominent mathematicians George Pólya,
Roger Penrose, and Harold Coxeter. Today mathematicians continue to study
variations of tilings including tessellations in three dimensions.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Numbered Triangle

Diana has outlined the following triangle formed of boxes:

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

Diana fills in the top box of the triangle with a 1. The first box and last box of
the remaining rows of the triangle are filled with a 1. The rest of the boxes in
each row are filled with the sum of the numbers in the two boxes in the row
above that touch the top side of the box Diana is filling. For example, the middle
box of the third row is filled with the sum of the numbers in the two boxes in the
second row.

What does the triangle look like after Diana has filled in all of the numbers
according to the rules described above?

Can you find any patterns in the finished triangle? Share these patterns with
others in your class.

Not printing this page? You can fill in the boxes on our interactive worksheet.

Themes Algebra, Number Sense

https://www.geogebra.org/m/cedqqmrf


Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Numbered Triangle

Problem
Diana has outlined the following triangle formed of boxes:

Diana fills in the top box of the triangle with a 1. The first box and last box of the remaining
rows of the triangle are filled with a 1. The rest of the boxes in each row are filled with the
sum of the numbers in the two boxes in the row above that touch the top side of the box Diana
is filling. For example, the middle box of the third row is filled with the sum of the numbers in
the two boxes in the second row.

What does the triangle look like after Diana has filled in all of the numbers according to the
rules described above?

Can you find any patterns in the finished triangle? Share these patterns with others in your
class.

Not printing this page? You can fill in the boxes on our interactive worksheet.

Solution
Here is the completed triangle:

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1

1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1

1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1

https://www.geogebra.org/m/cedqqmrf


Teacher’s Notes

This problem is an exploration of Pascal’s Triangle which is named for French
mathematician Blaise Pascal (1623 - 1662). There are lots of patterns to be
found in this structure. It is easier to describe many of the patterns in terms of
rows of the triangle, in particular we refer to the top row of the triangle as Row
0. Here are a few of the patterns:

• The triangle is symmetric along a vertical line of symmetry. In other words,
the left side matches the the right side.

• Starting with a 1 in Row 1 and moving along the diagonal, we see the
whole numbers in order: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

• Starting with a 1 in Row 2 and moving along the diagonal, we see the
differences between adjacent numbers increasing by 1 at each step:
(3−1) = 2, (6−3) = 3, (10−6) = 4, (15−10) = 5, (21−15) = 6, (28−21) = 7.

• The sum of the numbers in a row is twice the sum of the numbers in the row
above. For example, the sum of the numbers in Row 5 is
1 + 5 + 10 + 10 + 5 + 1 = 32, and the sum of the numbers in Row 4 is
1 + 4 + 6 + 4 + 1 = 16.
In general, the sum of the numbers in the nth row is 2n.

• If you start at any 1 and move along the diagonal which is not a diagonal of
1s, and then change direction for the last number, then the sum of the
entries along the diagonal will equal the last number. For example, starting
with a 1 in Row 3: 1 + 4 + 10 + 20 = 35. This is often referred to as the
Hockey Stick Identity, because if you circle the numbers in this path, the
shape will look somewhat like a hockey stick.

• In Algebra, the numbers in the nth row provide the coefficients for the
expansion of a binomial expression raised to the nth power. For example,
(x+ y)3 = 1x3 + 3x2y + 3xy2 + 1y3.

The list above is not comprehensive, there are many other patterns in Pascal’s
Triangle. Hopefully your students were able to find some others!



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Collecting Cards

Mitig loves to play hockey. He also loves to collect hockey cards. He has
169 hockey cards in total. Mitig’s younger cousin Aki also loves to play hockey,
and she is just beginning her collection of hockey cards. She starts with 9.

If Mitig gives Aki 8 cards a day, will they ever have the same number of cards in
their collections?

If they do end up with the same number of cards at some point, how many cards
does each have and how many days will it take for this to happen?

Themes Algebra, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Collecting Cards

Problem
Mitig loves to play hockey. He also loves to collect hockey cards. He has 169 hockey cards in
total. Mitig’s younger cousin Aki also loves to play hockey, and she is just beginning her
collection of hockey cards. She starts with 9.

If Mitig gives Aki 8 cards a day, will they ever have the same number of cards in their
collections?

If they do end up with the same number of cards at some point, how many cards does each
have and how many days will it take for this to happen?

Solution
One way to solve this problem would be to create a table that keeps track of how
many cards Mitig and Aki have each day. Day 0 represents the day before Mitig
starts giving cards to Ali. Each day, Mitig’s total will decrease by 8 and Aki’s
total will increase by 8.

Day Mitig’s Total Aki’s Total
0 169 9
1 161 17
2 153 25
3 145 33
4 137 41
5 129 49
6 121 57
7 113 65
8 105 73
9 97 81
10 89 89

So, on the 10th day, Mitig and Aki each have 89 hockey cards.
Another way to solve this problem is to see that Mitig and Aki have a total of
169 + 9 = 178 cards. They will have the same number of cards when each has
half of the total: 178÷ 2 = 89 cards. So Aki needs 89− 9 = 80 more cards to
have half of them. If Mitig gives 8 cards each day, that will take
80÷ 8 = 10 days. Since there is no remainder in this division, they will have the
same number of cards on the 10th day.



Teacher’s Notes

If this question was asked in a high school mathematics class, students might use
a very different approach to find the answer.
Each person’s collection total could be described with a mathematical equation
that describes the relationship between the number of days that have passed and
the total number of hockey cards each person has.
Let x represent the number of days of trading.
Let y represent the number of hockey cards.
For Mitig, the equation showing his number of hockey cards over time is:

y = 169− 8x

For Aki, the equation showing her number of hockey cards over time is:

y = 9 + 8x

We can draw straight lines on a graph that represent these equations. We know
that any two lines that are not parallel will intersect at a point. Solving this
problem is the same as finding the point of intersection of these two lines.
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Aki’s Collection

Point of 
intersection

Mitig's Collection

If we precisely draw each of these lines, we can find the point of intersection
graphically. We could also use algebraic techniques that would use the equations
to solve the problem. In mathematics there are often many ways to solve the
same problem.



Problem of the Week
Problem A
Shape Sums

Each symbol in the grid below represents a numerical value. We know the sum of
symbols for the first, second, and bottom rows and the leftmost and rightmost
columns.

16

19

?

20

22 ? ? 18
For example, we know from the grid:

+ + + = 16
What are the missing sums?

Not printing this page? You can fill in the values on our interactive worksheet.

Themes Algebra, Number Sense

https://www.geogebra.org/m/axkd8b8x


Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Shape Sums

Problem
Each symbol in the grid below represents a numerical value. We know the sum of symbols for
the first, second, and bottom rows and the leftmost and rightmost columns.

16

19

?

20

22 ? ? 18
For example, we know from the grid:

+ + + = 16
What are the missing sums?

Not printing this page? You can fill in the values on our interactive worksheet.

Solution
There are many ways to solve this problem. Here is one approach.

Since the leftmost column has two triangles and two circles, and the column
beside it also has two triangles and two circles, the sum of the columns must be
the same. So the sum of the second column must be 22.

From the top row we know that the sum of 4 triangles is 16. So the value of one
triangle must be 1

4 of 16 or 16÷ 4 = 4.

https://www.geogebra.org/m/axkd8b8x


Since the value of one triangle is 4, then the sum of two triangles is 4 + 4 = 8.
The leftmost column shows the sum of two triangles and two circles is 22,
so the sum of two circles is 22− 8 = 14.
Therefore the value of one circle must be 1

2 of 14 or 14÷ 2 = 7.

Since the sum of the bottom row is formed by two circles, one triangle, and one
square, and we know the sum of two circles and one triangle is 14 + 4 = 18, then
the value of one square is 20− 18 = 2.

Now we know that the sum of the third column is 4 + 2 + 2 + 7 = 15.

Since the sum of the second row is formed by one triangle, one circle, one square
and one hexagon, and we know the sum of one triangle, one circle, and
one square is 4 + 7 + 2 = 13, then the value of one hexagon is 19− 13 = 6.

Now we know that the sum of the third row is 7 + 7 + 2 + 6 = 22.

Here is the completed grid:

16

19

22

20

22 22 15 18
Here is a second of way to find the sum of the third row without actually finding
the value of the hexagon. Notice that the second and third rows have the same
shapes in the last three columns, and only the first column shape is different.
Since we know that the difference between the values of a circle and a triangle is
7− 4 = 3, then the sum of the third row must be 3 more than the sum of the
second row, which is 19 + 3 = 22.



Teacher’s Notes

We could look at this problem algebraically, where we are trying to solve a linear
system of equations. If we assign variable names to the shapes,

• t = triangle

• c = circle

• s = square

• h = hexagon

then we can describe the information given in the problem as follows:

4t = 16 (1)
t+ c+ s+ h = 19 (2)

2c+ t+ s = 20 (3)
2t+ 2c = 22 (4)

t+ 2h+ s = 18 (5)

Now, we could use algebraic techniques to find the values of these four variables.

We expect that there is a single solution to these types of problems, and it turns
out that there is for this problem. However, for some problems we are not given
enough information to determine specific values for each variable. For a problem
with four variables, a minimum requirement to guarantee a single solution is that
we need at least four equations. Also, those equations must be consistent. This
means that none of the equations can contradict each other. For example, if we
added the equation t = 7 to the system in this problem, this would contradict
equation (1). A system that is inconsistent has no solutions. This is something
that students will learn more about in higher level math courses.
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Problem of the Week
Problem A

Healthy Eating

Ms. Morgan’s health class is discussing healthy eating choices. She asked 9 of her
students to write down how many servings of fruits or vegetables they eat every
day. The following chart shows the results.

Servings of Fruits or Vegetables per Day
Student’s Name Number of Servings
Vlad 3
Tessa 2
Shaheed 4
Maja 2
Mike 3
Braydon 2
Priya 6
Juan 2
Layla 3

Given this data, what is the median (the number in the middle of the data when
arranged in order) and the mode (the most common number) for the number of
servings of fruits or vegetables consumed in a day by these students in
Ms. Morgan’s health class?

Theme Data Management



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Healthy Eating

Problem
Ms. Morgan’s health class is discussing healthy eating choices. She asked 9 of her students to
write down how many servings of fruits or vegetables they eat every day. The following chart
shows the results.

Servings of Fruits or Vegetables per Day
Student’s Name Number of Servings
Vlad 3
Tessa 2
Shaheed 4
Maja 2
Mike 3
Braydon 2
Priya 6
Juan 2
Layla 3

Given this data, what is the median (the number in the middle of the data when arranged in
order) and the mode (the most common number) for the number of servings of fruits or
vegetables consumed in a day by these students in Ms. Morgan’s health class?

Solution
One way to solve this problem is to list the numbers of servings in sorted order:

2, 2, 2, 2, 3 , 3, 3, 4, 6

Since there are 9 data values, then the middle number is the 5th value of the
sorted list. In the list above we have circled the middle number. So the median of
the data is 3.

Also, the number that appears most often is 2. So 2 is the mode of the data.



Teacher’s Notes

Students may ask, “What is the average on a test?”, so they can judge how their
own grade is measured against other students’ results. When they ask that
question, they probably are asking about the mean value of the set of test marks.
The mean is calculated by adding the numbers in the set of data together and
dividing the sum by the size of the set. The mean of a set can be strongly
influenced by extreme data values, so some would argue that the median is a
better point of comparison.

For example, if the marks the class were: 70, 72, 73, 75, 100, then the mean would
be (70 + 72 + 73 + 75 + 100)÷ 5 = 78. In this case, four marks appear “below
average”, whereas if we compare the results to the median (73), now only two
marks are “below average” and most marks are close to the average. With this
data set, the median probably describes the overall results of the class better
than the mean.

There are two cases to consider when calculating the median of a set of numbers.
When there are an odd number of values in the data set, when the data is
arranged in order the middle number is the median. When there an even number
of values in the data set, the mean of the two middle numbers is the median value.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Quiz Results

The grade 3 and 4 students in Spruce Glen Public School had to write a quiz.
The bar chart below shows the results of the quiz. Reading the grades from left
to right in the bar chart, we see the grades from lowest to highest. In other
words, C- is the lowest grade and A+ is the highest grade.

Student Grades
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Quiz Results

A) How many students wrote the quiz?

B) What is the median of all the grades on this quiz? The median is the middle
value of the data when arranged in order.

Theme Data Management



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Quiz Results

Problem
The grade 3 and 4 students in Spruce Glen Public School had to write a quiz. The bar chart
below shows the results of the quiz. Reading the grades from left to right in the bar chart, we
see the grades from lowest to highest. In other words, C- is the lowest grade and A+ is the
highest grade.

Student Grades
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C- C C+ B- B B+ A- A A+

Quiz Results

A) How many students wrote the quiz?

B) What is the median of all the grades on this quiz? The median is the middle value of the
data when arranged in order.

Solution

A) From the bar chart, we can calculate the total number of students by adding
up the number of quizzes with each grade:

1 + 3 + 0 + 2 + 4 + 7 + 5 + 6 + 7 = 35

So a total of 35 students wrote the quiz.



B) To find the median grade, we could list all of the grades in sorted order and
look for the middle value in that list. Another way would be to discard
matching numbers of grades from each end of the chart. You could do this by
marking matching Xs on the bars of the graph, working from the outside
toward the middle. Each X on a bar represents one student’s grade.

In this case, we see that there are 7 students with A+ grades and a total of
6 students with grades of C- (1), C (3), and B- (2). That leaves 1 grade of
A+ unaccounted for at this point.

Now we notice that there are a total of 11 students with grades of B (4) and
B+ (7). From the right side of the chart, that could match up with 1 student
with a grade of A+, 6 students with a grade of A, and 4 students with a
grade of A-. Since the only grade left unaccounted for at this point is from a
student with a grade of A-, this means the median grade is A-.



Teacher’s Notes

The diagram in the problem was generated using a spreadsheet. Another activity
would be to have the students recreate the chart in a spreadsheet themselves.

Here is the source data used to create the chart:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

A B
Student	Grades Quiz	Results
C- 1
C 3
C+ 0
B- 2
B 4
B+ 7
A- 5
A 6
A+ 7
Total 35

The starting point for this chart was created by highlighting the cells from A1 to
B10, and then choosing to create a bar chart. Then we needed to do some
additional formatting to add the grid lines and y-axis title that appear in the
version you see in this problem’s description.

Note that the row showing the total is not included when generating the chart
itself. The value in cell B11 was calculated using a formula: =SUM(B2:B10).



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Wardrobe Malfunction

Rashid has decided to make clothing decisions easy for himself in the morning.
He has kept 3 shirts, 2 pairs of pants, and 2 pairs of socks. They are as follows:

Shirts:

light blue dark blue burgundy

Pants:

blue jeans burgundy pants

Socks:

blue red

Note that Rashid always wears two socks that are the same colour.

A) How many possible different outfits could Rashid wear?

B) How many of the outfits from part A contain all blue items?

C) What fraction of the total possible outfits contain all blue items?

D) What fraction of the total possible outfits contain at least one burgundy item?

Theme Data Management



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution
Wardrobe Malfunction

Problem
Rashid has decided to make clothing decisions easy for himself in the morning. He has kept
3 shirts, 2 pairs of pants, and 2 pairs of socks. They are as follows:

Shirts:

light blue dark blue burgundy

Pants:

blue jeans burgundy pants

Socks:

blue red

Note that Rashid always wears two socks that are the same colour.

A) How many possible different outfits could Rashid wear?

B) How many of the outfits from part A contain all blue items?

C) What fraction of the total possible outfits contain all blue items?

D) What fraction of the total possible outfits contain at least one burgundy item?

Solution
One way to solve this problem is to create a tree that shows all possible
combinations of shirts, pants, and socks that Rashid can wear.



A) Here is tree showing those combinations:

Outfits

light blue shirt

blue jeans
blue socks

red socks

burgundy pants
blue socks

red socks

dark blue shirt

blue jeans
blue socks

red socks

burgundy pants
blue socks

red socks

burgundy shirt

blue jeans
blue socks

red socks

burgundy pants
blue socks

red socks

From this diagram we can identify each possible outfit by following a path
from “Outfits” to a particular pair of socks.

For example, one outfit is: light blue shirt/blue jeans/blue socks
Another outfit would be: dark blue shirt/burgundy pants/red socks

From the tree we can see that there are 12 different outfits Rashid can wear.

We can also calculate the number of outfits without listing all possibilities.
Rashid has 3 choices for a shirt, and for each of the 3 choices of a shirt he has
2 choices for pants, and for each shirt/pants combination he has 2 choices for
socks. So he has a total of 3× 2× 2 = 12 different outfits he can put together.



B) There are two combinations that include all blue items:
light blue shirt/blue jeans/blue socks
dark blue shirt/blue jeans/blue socks

C) Since there are 12 different outfits and 2 of them contain all blue items, 2
12 , or

equivalently 1
6 , of the total outfits contain all blue items.

D) All 4 of the combinations that have a burgundy shirt will include something
burgundy. As well, half of the combinations that have a light blue shirt will
have burgundy pants, so 2 of these outfits include something burgundy.
Similarly, there are 2 outfits that will have a dark blue shirt that include
something burgundy.

This is a total of 4 + 2 + 2 = 8 outfits that will include a burgundy item.

This means that 8
12 , or equivalently

2
3 , of the total outfits include at least one

burgundy item.



Teacher’s Notes

This problem asks for the number of different outfits Rashid could wear.
Mathematically, this is asking to find a number of combinations. Assuming that
the items are unique, we can easily calculate the total number of combinations by
multiplying together the number of options available for each part of the whole.
For example, in this problem there are 3 options for shirts, 2 options for pants,
and 2 options for socks. So the total number of outfit combinations is:

3× 2× 2 = 12

In this type of problem, the order of the combination does not matter. An outfit
described as “light blue shirt, blue jeans, and red socks” is the same outfit as
“blue jeans, red socks, and light blue shirt”.

Where order does matter, mathematically we refer to these types of arrangements
as permutations. For example, if we have a shirt, pants, and a pair of socks, and
we want to put them beside each other on the table, the order we arrange them is
an example of a permutation. In this case, “light blue shirt, blue jeans, and
red socks” is a different arrangement than “blue jeans, red socks, and
light blue shirt”. If the items are unique, we can calculate the number of
permutations by thinking about how many options we have for each position in
the arrangement.

In this example,

• We have 3 choices for the leftmost position: the light blue shirt, the blue
jeans, or the red socks.

• After selecting one of the options, now we are left with 2 choices for the
middle position.

• Now there is only 1 option left for the rightmost position.

Now we multiply together the number of choices for each position to find the
total number of arrangements. So the number of permutations of these items of
clothing is:

3× 2× 1 = 6



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Coins vs. Dice

You are playing the newest board game Ticket to Clue. The goal of the game is
to collect as many tokens as possible. When you land on a Chancey square you
must pay 1 token for an opportunity to win 3 tokens. This Chancey square gives
you two choices.

Coin Option

Flip two identical coins.
Record which faces land up.

If the faces match, you WIN.
If the faces don’t match, you LOSE.

Dice Option

Roll two six-sided dice.
Find their sum.

If the sum is 7 or greater, you WIN.
If the sum is less than 7, you LOSE.

A) Experiment with each option. Try flipping coins and rolling dice at least
20 times each. Based on your experiments, which option would you choose?

B) Do you think the results of your experiments determined the best choice?
Justify your answer.

C) If the Dice Option was changed so you were required to pay 15 tokens with a
chance to win 17 tokens, would that change which option you would pick?
Explain your choice.

Theme Data Management



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Coins vs. Dice

Problem
You are playing the newest board game Ticket to Clue. The goal of the game is to collect as
many tokens as possible. When you land on a Chancey square you must pay 1 token for an
opportunity to win 3 tokens. This Chancey square gives you two choices.

Coin Option

Flip two identical coins.
Record which faces land up.

If the faces match, you WIN.
If the faces don’t match, you LOSE.

Dice Option

Roll two six-sided dice.
Find their sum.

If the sum is 7 or greater, you WIN.
If the sum is less than 7, you LOSE.

A) Experiment with each option. Try flipping coins and rolling dice at least 20 times each.
Based on your experiments, which option would you choose?

B) Do you think the results of your experiments determined the best choice? Justify your
answer.

C) If the Dice Option was changed so you were required to pay 15 tokens with a chance to win
17 tokens, would that change which option you would pick? Explain your choice.

Solution

A) Experimental results will vary. With a greater number of flips and rolls, it is more likely
that the result will show that rolling the dice is a better option. However, it is possible
that experimental results will be inconclusive or that they show that flipping the coin is a
better option.

One way to get more reliable experimental results is to combine the outcomes from all
students in the class. A larger sample size will produce better results.



B) We can logically show that the Dice Option gives a better chance of winning over the long
term.

Let’s first look at the Coin Option. When we flip two coins, there are four possible
combinations of outcomes:

heads/heads, heads/tails, tails/heads, tails/tails

In half of these combinations the faces on the two coins match, so there is a 50-50 chance
you will win with the Coin Option.

Now let’s look at the Dice Option. Since there are 6 sides on each die, there are 6× 6 = 36
possible combinations of the faces showing on the two dice. The table below shows the
sums of all possible rolls.

Sums 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
6 7 8 9 10 11 12

We see that a total of 21 combinations have a sum that is 7 or greater. That is more than
half the possible outcomes, so the chance of winning with the Dice Option is better than
50-50. So in the long term, the Dice Option gives you a better chance of winning. Note
that on a single turn, there is no guarantee that you would win with the Dice Option, so
you are taking a chance either way.

C) In both cases, the net gain is 2 tokens when you win, and the probability of winning with
the Dice Option is still slightly higher than the Coin Option. However, there are reasons to
play the Coin Option in this case.

For example, in the real world the tokens in this problem would be a limited resource.
Suppose you are only given 50 tokens to start the game. Imagine if you landed on the
Chancey square three times in a row and lost each time.

If you chose the Dice Option each time, you paid a total of 3× 15 = 45 tokens to play.
If you chose the Coin Option each time, you paid a total of 3× 1 = 3 tokens to play.

This means after three losses with the Dice Option, you would not have enough tokens to
choose the Dice Option again. There is a substantially lower risk with the Coin Option.



Teacher’s Notes

Statistically, we can answer part B) of this problem by calculating the expected value of the net
gain for each option. When you WIN, you pay 1 token but win 3 tokens this is a net gain
of +2. When you LOSE, you pay 1 token and do not win any tokens, so this is a net gain of −1.

The expected value is a weighted average based on the probability of each possible outcome.
To find the expected value in this problem, we multiply the probability of winning by the net
gain when we win, and add it to the result when we multiply the probability of losing by the
net gain when we lose.

For the Coin Option, there is a 50% chance you WIN and 50% chance you LOSE. We can

write 50% as a probability of
1

2
. Now we calculate the expected value as:(

1

2
× 2

)
+

(
1

2
× (−1)

)
= 1 +

(
−1

2

)
=

1

2

For the Dice Option, there is a
21

36
chance you WIN and

15

36
chance you LOSE. Now we

calculate the expected value as:(
21

36
× 2

)
+

(
15

36
× (−1)

)
=

42

36
+

(
−15

36

)
=

42− 15

36
=

27

36
=

3

4

Since
3

4
>

1

2
, then the expected net gain shows the Dice Option is a better choice.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Forgotten Cookies

Janelle and Jean-Paul baked 60 cookies for a school bake sale. When Janelle and
Jean-Paul got to school, they realized that they were missing the sugar cookies.
Below is a pictograph of the cookies that they brought to the school.

Chocolate Chip

Oatmeal Raisin

Gingerbread

Sugar

Coconut Macaroon

Each = 4 cookies

How many sugar cookies had they forgotten at home? Complete the pictograph
and explain your answer.

Theme Data Management



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Forgotten Cookies

Problem
Janelle and Jean-Paul baked 60 cookies for a school bake sale. When Janelle and Jean-Paul got
to school, they realized that they were missing the sugar cookies. Below is a pictograph of the
cookies that they brought to the school.

Chocolate Chip

Oatmeal Raisin

Gingerbread

Sugar

Coconut Macaroon

Each = 4 cookies

How many sugar cookies had they forgotten at home? Complete the pictograph and explain
your answer.

Solution
We will start by counting the known cookies represented in the pictograph. Since
each full oval in the picture represents four cookies, then a half oval must
represent half as many cookies, or two cookies.
So in the picture, we can calculate the number of different kinds of cookies:

• Chocolate Chip: There are four full ovals, which represent 4× 4 = 16
cookies. There is one half oval, which represents 2 cookies. So there are a
total of 16 + 2 = 18 chocolate chip cookies.

• Oatmeal Raisin: There are 2 full ovals, which represent 2× 4 = 8 cookies.
There is one half oval, which represents 2 cookies. So there are a total of
8 + 2 = 10 oatmeal raisin cookies.

• Gingerbread: There is one full oval, which represents 4 cookies. There is one
half oval, which represents 2 cookies. So there are a total of 4 + 2 = 6
gingerbread cookies.



• Coconut Macaroon: There are three full ovals, which represent a total of
3× 4 = 12 coconut macaroon cookies.

From this, the total number of cookies we know about is 18 + 10 + 6 + 12 = 46.

Another way we could have computed the known number of cookies is by
counting up all of the full ovals, for a total of 10, and counting up all of the half
ovals, for a total of 3. The total number of cookies represented by full ovals is
10× 4 = 40. The total number of cookies represented by half ovals is 3× 2 = 6.
Then the total number of cookies is 40 + 6 = 46.

Since Janelle and Jean-Paul baked a total of 60 cookies, but we can only account
for 46 of them, then there are 60− 46 = 14 cookies missing. These must be our
sugar cookies.

We can figure out how many extra full ovals we need in our pictograph by
dividing the number of sugar cookies we need to represent by 4 and getting the
quotient of that calculation. Since 14÷ 4 = 3 with a remainder 2, then we need
3 full ovals and 1 half oval to represent this number of sugar cookies.

The complete pictograph would look like this:

Chocolate Chip

Oatmeal Raisin

Gingerbread

Sugar

Coconut Macaroon

Each = 4 cookies



Teacher’s Notes:
Data visualization allows us to literally see the big picture. It is the process of
linking graphical images to often complex, numerical information. This problem
started with the graphic and students were required to compute the numerical
information. Most of the time, we are given the numbers and produce a visual
representation such as a bar chart, a pie graph, or a scatter plot.

Information visualization is a relatively new field of study within computer
science. Understanding graphics, human-computer interaction, and psychology is
helpful when trying to process the increasing amount of big data that is being
generated daily.

A word cloud is one way to visualize data. There is quite a bit of mathematics
that goes into generating this graphic. This requires statistical analysis to
determine the relative sizes of the words that appear, as well as geometry to
determine how to arrange the output. Here is a word cloud generated from text
from previous POTW-A problems. It was created using an online word cloud
program.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Pet Problem

There are 30 students in Ms. Chan’s class. They were discussing their pets. They
were asked three questions and the results are shown in the table below:

Question Number of Students
Who Answered Yes

Do you have 16
at least one dog at home?

Do you have 19
at least one cat at home?

Do you have both 11
at least one cat and at least one dog at home?

How many students have neither cats nor dogs at home? You may use a Venn
diagram to help solve this problem.

Not printing this page? You can use the Venn diagram on our interactive
worksheet.

Theme Data Management

https://www.geogebra.org/m/gftqqgb6
https://www.geogebra.org/m/gftqqgb6


Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Pet Problem

Problem
There are 30 students in Ms. Chan’s class. They were discussing their pets. They were asked
three questions and the results are shown in the table below:

Question Number of Students
Who Answered Yes

Do you have 16
at least one dog at home?

Do you have 19
at least one cat at home?

Do you have both 11
at least one cat and at least one dog at home?

How many students have neither cats nor dogs at home? You may use a Venn diagram to help
solve this problem.
Not printing this page? You can use the Venn diagram on our interactive worksheet.

Solution
Since 11 students have both at least one cat and at least one dog, we can put 11 in the
overlapping section of the Venn diagram. Now, 16 students have at least one dog at home and
11 have dogs and cats, so 16− 11 = 5 students have only dogs at home. Similarly, 19 students
have at least one cat at home, so 19− 11 = 8 students have only cats at home. The Venn
diagram below summarizes this.

Now we need to add up all the pet owners.
5 (dogs only) + 11 (cats and dogs) + 8 (cats only) = 24 pet owners.
There are 30 students in the class in total. Therefore the remaining 30− 24 = 6 students do
not have cats nor dogs as pets.

https://www.geogebra.org/m/gftqqgb6


Teacher’s Notes
A Venn diagram is a way to visualize logical relationships among sets. Set theory
is a fundamental area of mathematics. Consider two sets: A and B. The union
of A and B, denoted by A ∪B, is the set that contains all of the elements that
appear in either A or B (or both). The intersection of A and B, denoted by
A ∩B, is the set that contains all of the elements that appear in both A and B.
The complement of A, denoted A, is the set that contains all the elements that
do not appear in set A.

In this problem, the union is the set containing the 24 students who own either a
cat or a dog or both. The intersection is the set containing the 11 students who
own both a cat and a dog. The complement of the union is the set containing the
6 students who own neither a cat nor a dog.

A Venn diagram may involve more than two sets. For example, here is a diagram
of three sets, A, B, and C, that shows eight regions:

A

B C

1

2 3

4

5 6 7

8

Intersection Region(s)
A ∩B 2 and 4
A ∩ C 3 and 4
B ∩ C 4 and 6

A ∩B ∩ C 1
A ∩B ∩ C 2
A ∩B ∩ C 3
A ∩B ∩ C 4
A ∩B ∩ C 5
A ∩B ∩ C 6
A ∩B ∩ C 7
A ∩B ∩ C 8

Drawing a Venn diagram with 4 or more sets and all possible intersections gets
very tricky.
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Problem of the Week
Problem A
Tricky Tiles

Escher is planning to use tiles to
create a border on his kitchen wall.
The border will be formed by a row
of single tiles. He has selected the
first 8 tiles he plans to use. He has
numbered them in the order of a
pattern he wants to appear, from left
to right. The pattern repeats every
few tiles, and we can see the
repetition in the first 8 tiles in the
picture on the right.

What will the 9th tile look like?

What will the 15th tile look like?

Themes Algebra, Computational Thinking



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Tricky Tiles

Problem
Escher is planning to use tiles to create a
border on his kitchen wall. The border will
be formed by a row of single tiles. He has
selected the first 8 tiles he plans to use. He
has numbered them in the order of a
pattern he wants to appear, from left to
right. The pattern repeats every few tiles,
and we can see the repetition in the first
8 tiles in the picture on the right.

What will the 9th tile look like?

What will the 15th tile look like?

Solution

We can see that the pattern repeats itself after every 4 tiles.

So the 9th tile will be the same as the 5th tile which is the
same as the 1st tile. This is shown to the right.

We can continue laying out the pattern to see what the 15th
tile would be. In particular:

• The 1st, 5th, 9th, 13th, ... tiles are all the same.

• The 2nd, 6th, 10th, 14th, ... tiles are all the same.

• The 3rd, 7th, 11th, 15th, ... tiles are all the same.

• The 4th, 8th, 12th, 16th, ... tiles are all the same.

So, the 15th tile will be the same as the 3rd tile. This is
shown to the right.

1

3



Teacher’s Notes

M.C. Escher is an artist known for his mathematically inspired works, including
many tessellations. A tessellation, also known as a tiling, covers a surface with
repeated geometric shapes. Tiles can be simple shapes like squares, or they can
be much more intricate like the artistic renderings of Escher. Tilings appear in
art, crafts such as quilting and mosaics, architecture such as the pyramid at the
Louvre Museum or The Gherkin tower in London, and nature such as
honeycombs.

Tessellations have appeared in artistic works for centuries. However,
mathematicians have only studied them seriously since the late 19th century.
During his life, Escher interacted with prominent mathematicians George Pólya,
Roger Penrose, and Harold Coxeter. Today mathematicians continue to study
variations of tilings including tessellations in three dimensions.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Mixed Up Letters

The letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I each appear in one of the nine
squares of the grid below.

• A is in one of the top corners

• B is directly below H and directly to the left of I

• C is directly to the right of F

• D is in the middle square of the grid

• E is in the same column as C

• F is directly above D

• G is directly below E

• H is directly below A

• I is between B and G

What is the correct arrangement of these letters in the grid that satisfies all the
clues above?

Theme Computational Thinking



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Mixed Up Letters

Problem
The letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I each appear in one of the nine squares of the grid
below.

• A is in one of the top corners

• B is directly below H and directly to the left of I

• C is directly to the right of F

• D is in the middle square of the grid

• E is in the same column as C

• F is directly above D

• G is directly below E

• H is directly below A

• I is between B and G

What is the correct arrangement of these letters in the grid that satisfies all the clues above?

Solution
We will first give the final grid. There are a number of different ways to get to this answer. On
the next page, we will give one possible solution.

A F C

H D E

B I G



Since D is in the middle square, then F must be in the square in the top middle of the grid.
Since C is to the right of F, then C must be in the top right corner of the grid. We add these
to the grid.

F C

D

Since A is in a top corner, and C is in the top right corner, then A must be the top left corner.
Now we know where A is, we know that H appears below A and B appears below H in the
first column. We add these to the grid.

A F C

H D

B

Since I is between B and G, and B is to the left of I, now we know these letters appear in the
bottom row. We add these to the grid.

A F C

H D

B I G

Since we know that G is directly below E, this means that E is directly above G. This will
finish the third column and the grid.

A F C

H D E

B I G



Teacher’s Notes

Solving a problem like this one is good practice in computational thinking, which is an essential
skill in mathematics and computer science. We might ask ourselves, can a computer solve this
type of problem, and if so what is the procedure it would use?

One way a computer could solve this problem is through brute force. This means that the
computer would try every possible arrangement of letters in the grid until it finds one
arrangement that satisfies the rules. It could start by putting the letters in order

Row 1: A, B, C
Row 2: D, E, F
Row 3: G, H, I

but you find out that this arrangement does not work for several reasons.

Then you can try

Row 1: B, A, C
Row 2: D, E, F
Row 3: G, H, I

and again you find out this arrangement violates one or more of the rules.

It turns out that there are 362 880 possible arrangements of these 9 letters to consider. Even
though this is a relatively small problem, a brute force solution becomes a pretty big task. In
general brute force solutions are considered unusable for problems of any reasonable size, so
computer scientists look for alternative techniques or look for ways to reduce the number of
arrangements that need to be checked in this kind of search. Reducing the search space is
called pruning. Techniques that a computer would use to solve a problem like this one are used
in artificial intelligence and machine learning.



Problem of the Week
Problem A

Animal Ages

Robbie has five pets: two dogs named Bonnie and Espo, two cats named Walt
and Ginny, and a ferret named Lucky. He makes the following true statements
about the ages of his pets, in years:

1. Bonnie is 5 years older than Espo.

2. Ginny is half the age of Walt.

3. The sum of Espo’s age and Lucky’s age is equal to Walt’s age.

4. Bonnie is 1 year older than Walt.

5. Ginny is 6 years old.

How many years old are each of Robbie’s pets?

Themes Computational Thinking, Number Sense



Problem of the Week
Problem A and Solution

Animal Ages

Problem
Robbie has five pets: two dogs named Bonnie and Espo, two cats named Walt and Ginny, and
a ferret named Lucky. He makes the following true statements about the ages of his pets, in
years:

1. Bonnie is 5 years older than Espo.

2. Ginny is half the age of Walt.

3. The sum of Espo’s age and Lucky’s age is equal to Walt’s age.

4. Bonnie is 1 year older than Walt.

5. Ginny is 6 years old.

How many years old are each of Robbie’s pets?

Solution
From statement 5, we know Ginny is 6 years old.

From statement 2, Ginny is half the age of Walt. That means Walt is twice as old
as Ginny. So Walt is 6× 2 = 12 years old.

From statement 4, Bonnie is 1 year older than Walt. So Bonnie is
12 + 1 = 13 years old.

From statement 1, Bonnie is 5 years older than Espo. That means Espo is
5 years younger than Bonnie. So Espo is 13− 5 = 8 years old.

From statement 3, the sum of Espo’s age and Lucky’s age is equal to Walt’s age.
That means the difference of Walt’s age and Espo’s age is equal to Lucky’s age.
So Lucky is 12− 8 = 4 years old.

In summary:

• Ginny is 6 years old.

• Walt is 12 years old.

• Bonnie is 13 years old.

• Espo is 8 years old.

• Lucky is 4 years old.



Teacher’s Notes

We can describe the statements in this problem algebraically and write a system
of equations. Suppose each animal’s age is represented by a variable that is the
first letter of its name. Then based on the statements in the problem we know:

B = E + 5

G = W ÷ 2

E + L = W

B = W + 1

G = 6

Now, we could use algebraic techniques to find the values of these five variables.

We expect that there is a single solution to these types of problems, and it turns
out that there is for this problem. However, for some problems we are not given
enough information to determine specific values for each variable. For a problem
with five variables, a minimum requirement to guarantee a single solution is that
we need at least five equations. However, if an equation in the problem can be
written as a linear combination of one or more of the other equations in the
problem, it turns out that five equations will not guarantee a single solution. This
is something that students will learn more about in higher level math courses.




